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Take 32 seconds to hear what should be The Pilgrims theme music!
“He spoke openly against the Society”
(Line from “The Rifleman,” March 3, 1963)
“An ultra secret organization known as the Pilgrims Society.”
---“The Hidden World” (2015, John Baselmans, page 240).

“The Pilgrims Society is a massively influential Anglo-American
grouping of the Global Elite that remains unknown to the general
public yet has members who number some of the most powerful
men and women for the last 100 years. If you look at the small print
of major historical events Pilgrims show up with alarming frequency
unlike any other organisation in the world. It seems the US
monetary system itself is crawling with Pilgrims.”

“Remember when I said that the Bilderberg Group was a red
herring?”
(Found at Logistics Monster, “This IS the center of the web—meet
The Pilgrims
Society,” citing my work and that of Joel Van Der Reijden).
**********
#34 ends the current series!
Info will resume as Silver
Squelchers Flashback series!
**********
The Royal couple---Patrons of The Pilgrims Society, Both Branches!

“The Society of Pilgrims thrives in a marvellous manner.”
---Illustrated London News, July 1, 1905.

“No enterprise is more likely to succeed than one concealed from
the enemy until it is ripe for execution”--- Niccolo Machiavelli
(1469 to 1527), Italian political schemer regarded as the father of
political science.

1) Gerald Cavendish Grosvenor, His Grace The Duke of
Westminster, Major General Gerald Grosvenor, Knight Order of the
Garter, Commander, Royal Victorian Order, Commander, Order of

the British Empire, Protestant Order of Saint John of Jerusalem,
Anglican Church of England, Viscount Belgrave (a subsidiary title
named after the Belgravia district of London, of which he’s the
runaway dominant landlord)--- (December 22, 1951---; Pilgrims
Society as of undetermined and Freeman of the City of London as of
1981, which makes it likely he was admitted into The Pilgrims
London shortly thereafter, as he was far too big to not be a
member); also an earlier Duke of Westminster is listed on pages 20,
27 and 28 of “Happy Pilgrimage” by Sir Harry Brittain, a founder of
The Pilgrims Society in London in 1902 (Hutchinson & Company,
London, 1949). The Duke of Westminster is also mentioned on
page 53 of “Pilgrims and Pioneers” also by Sir Harry Brittain (same
publisher, 1946). As I write this, four copies of the latter book are
currently available on Amazon. That earlier Duke of Westminster
would therefore be the direct or previous predecessor to the current
Duke, who married into Russian nobility. There is a genealogical
link via Russian nobility connecting the Duke of Westminster to
William David Morrison (our #2 member of The Pilgrims in this
presentation) and though Morrison, at least a multi-millionaire in
visible wealth, is small in wealth next to Gerald Grosvenor, Morrison
is still a heavyweight influence in financial, African agricultural and
other affairs---including vaccines! Gerald Grosvenor’s wife Natalia
is the great-great-great-granddaughter of Czar Nicholas I of
Russia. (Nicholas II is said to have been worth around $300 billion
in today’s terms). Have a look at Gerald Cavendish Grosvenor,
current Duke of Westminster, who owns hundreds of acres of

downtown London in addition to vast holdings in Hong Kong, China,
Japan, Australia, Canada, Spain, the United States and ten other
nations---and often named as the wealthiest person in England--(I’d say he’s in the top ten) --- did you know he wants to have fly
maggots and “treated” sewage in your diet? He does, as we will
document in his profile! The December 9, 1885, New York Times
claimed as of then, The Duke of Westminster’s fortune was in the
hundreds of millions! That’s nearly 130 years ago! There’s so
much to be said about this man, his heritage, family, connections
and assets we can’t possibly cover it all. We’ll address the choicest
details including this matter of his ancestral linkage to the
Cavendish family (his middle name), and the fact that as of the
founding in 1694 of the Bank of England, William Cavendish, the
Duke of Devonshire, was a large charter subscriber of the Bank of
England!
Wearing ceremonial medieval costume
Intended to awe the small folks---

“If I’d have thought about it I’d have brought
a loaded mortgage and shot him with that!”
James Coburn in “Have Gun Will Travel,” December 26 1959
“Gerald Grosvenor basically owns London”--http://moneystepper.com/other-finance/uk-top-10-richestpeople/

Czar Nicholas I absolute ruler of Russia from 1826-1855--

http://www.grosvenorlondon.com/about/about-grosvenor/
“Grosvenor Britain & Ireland is a part of Grosvenor, a privately
owned property company, with an international property portfolio
covering more than 70 cities.”

The Los Angeles Times, September 21, 1986, reported that the
Duke of Westminster “owns half of the Wells Fargo Building on a
valuable site in downtown L.A. Grosvenor also holds 17 acres in
Silicon Valley. He is diversified around the world.” Mason Gaffney
in “Who Owns Southern California” (1997) mentioned that item.
Gerald Grosvenor leases towers to many megabanks! John G.
Stumpf, current Wells Fargo chairman, is a sure bet as a Pilgrims
Society member. Founded in 1852, Wells Fargo today claims
265,000 “team members,” $1.8 trillion in assets, and 8,700

locations in 36 countries. John James McCook was a captain in the
Union Army, a benefactor of the University of Kansas, became a
Wells Fargo director (1893 to 1911) and was deeply involved in the
railroad industry and turned up on The Pilgrims executive
committee as of a 1907 document---he was a founder of the New
York Pilgrims branch in 1903---William Fargo one of the two
founders of today’s giant megabank, was associated with the
Livingston family (many Pilgrims members have Livingston
ancestry), and he and William Livingston founded American
Express---

Brief background on the Grosvenor family (more to follow) ---

A source dated 1905 shows the “honourable” Richard Cecil
Grosvenor (1848 to 1919) as a director of General Life Assurance
Company of London (established 1837, same year as the British
engineered Panic of 1837 in America). This reference is important
as it shows an intersection of two great lines dating back many
centuries. We pointed this out in #33 in the fantastic profile of
Robert Cecil, the 7th Marquess of Salisbury, who owns allegedly farreaching holdings in central Asia, the extent of which appear to
have no public record.

Between 1660 and 1880, around two dozen members of the
Grosvenor family were Members of Parliament! Their Parliamentary
membership predates the 17th century however. A quick notation
about Gerald Cavendish Grosvenor---he was named “trustee” as in
“executor” of Princess Diana’s will. Diana (1961-1997) has been
speculated that her death was decided by The Duke of Edinburgh
(Pilgrims Society inner circle) ---her maniac father in law who as a
staggering thought is probably wealthier than this monster of
mega-wealth, Gerald Grosvenor. I have no solid info on this matter
about Diana but do regard it as possible. In 1994, about three years
before Diana’s fatality, her mother became Catholic, although Diana
was a professing Anglican. British royalty has been killing Catholics
for hundreds of years---and sometimes, vice versa, but in all

candor, as someone who has read dozens of books and centuries
old articles, I don’t see that Catholicism “secretly controls the Royal
family and the City of London.” There are ongoing attempts at
penetration and counter penetration by each sphere of the other. I
don’t expect the British to be out-foxed nor for the Vatican to
acquiesce. The Grosvenors have occasionally spoken unfavorably
about Jews, and they are well aware of members of that group in
The Pilgrims Society. Perhaps if their wealth reaches some large
threshold, they become acceptable! I haven’t seen anything linking
the Rothschilds to financing of Gerald Grosvenor’s gargantuan
global (“GGGG”) property empire. It seems to have generated its
own internal financing though not entirely so---others have been
offered participation, but only so far as it advances the Grosvenor
fortune. He’s according to some the planet’s biggest landlord. I
think the Windsors and the Astors exceed the worth his real estate
holdings, however!

Gerald Cavendish Grosvenor, according to The Peerage site,
attended the Harrow School, founded in 1572 and described in
Silver Squelchers Twenty Eight, pages 192-195. The top motto
means “let the fortune of the house stand” and the lower motto
means “the faithful dispensation of the gifts of God.”

Gerald Grosvenor (pronounced “Grove-norr”) is a Commander and
Knight of the Order of Saint John---Officer, Order of the British
Empire---Knight of the Order of the Garter (limited to a total of 26
members at any time including the British sovereign and the heir
apparent) ---Companion of the Order of the Bath---Commander of
the Royal Victorian Order---Knight Grand Cross of the Order of
Saint Lazarus (France) ---Knight Grand Cross of the Royal Order of
Francis the First of Sicily. He holds a Silver, Gold and Diamond
Jubilee Medal from Queen Elizabeth II and the Volunteer Reserves
Service Medal. He’s an Honorary Colonel in the 7th Regiment Army
Air Corps---Royal Westminster Regiment (British Columbia) --Royal Armoured Corps---Northumbrian Universities Officer Training
Corps--- the Queen’s Yeomanry---and he holds Canadian and
Territorial Forces decorations. All probably completely attributable

to his status as a hereditary big shot! And yet the Latin motto on
his crest of arms means “Virtue Not Ancestry”---

Symbol shows a beaver---

Their flag shows 20 battles they were in---

Royal Armoured Corps---

We notice, Gerald Cavendish Grosvenor the Duke of Westminster is
“a global mogul who can trace his roots back to William the
Conqueror” ---

Gerald Grosvenor is a walking global megabank---all by himself!
Sometimes he sells but usually deals in leases up to 999 years!
Prince Charles & The Duke of Westminster---both Pilgrims London--

During 2004 to 2007 Grosvenor was Assistant Chief of the United
Kingdom Defence Staff for Cadets and Recruits (138,000 cadets and
50,000 recruits) and during 2011-2012 he was Deputy Commander
of Land Forces for Reserves. He’s a member of the international
advisory board to Royal United Services Institute, with which
Pilgrims Society members are heavily active. He was educated at the
Royal Military Academy at Sandhurst. At the flagship Grosvenor
Group site we notice in a timeline they present the year 1704 “The
Grosvenors Welsh lead mines leased to London Lead Company and
the income made possible further development of the Grosvenor
Estate in London.” Yeah, and how many understandably
nationalistic enemies of British invaders and colonial occupiers as
for instance, India, were killed and maimed by bullets from the
Grosvenor lead mines? Was Grosvenor owned lead used to fire on
our Revolutionary heroes during our War of Independence? This
louse would be cooking French fries at Dairy Queen if I could
arrange such fate for him. Hugh Grosvenor (1825-1899) curiously
had as his middle name “Lupus,” which is the name of an

autoimmune disease in which the body attacks itself in various
ways, with painful symptoms. In 1882 Hugh married Katherine
Cavendish whose family led the colonization of the Bermuda islands
centuries ago and became wealthy as the Dukes of Devonshire.
However his first marriage was mentioned at
http://chester.shoutwiki.com/wiki/Grosvenors “In 1851 he toured
India and Ceylon. The following year, on 28 April, he married his
first cousin, Lady Constance Sutherland-Leveson-Gower.” She was
related to the Duke of Sutherland described as “a leviathan of
wealth” (see #7 Silver Squelchers, pages 77-82). Among the least of
Sutherland’s holdings was acreage in Scotland surpassing in extent
seven figures. Hugh Lupus, the Count of Avranches (correct
spelling, not “avalanches”) came with William the Conqueror in 1066
AD and was high in William’s entourage. Hugh’s nephew, Gilbert Le
Grosvenor, was with them. Hugh Lupus was also William’s nephew!
Hugh provided, according to which source you cite, 30 to 60 ships
to transport William’s army from Normandy (Atlantic coast of
France) to England. Those we know as “Britishers” have ancestry
from all over the map of Europe, including Russia, Scandinavia,
Eastern Europe and the Balkans.

This military related entity is in the Westminster area and D.C. ---

The Duke is a member of the Council of the Duchy of Cornwall
(England) ---

“The Duchy of Cornwall is a well managed private estate which
funds the private activities of the Prince of Wales and his family.
The duchy estate was created in 1337 and its primary function was
to provide an income for the heir to the throne.”
It’s laughable that the rents from this district are the sole income, or
remotely most of the income, of Prince Charles (Pilgrims Society).

Naturally he’d have another member supervising its financial
dealings. Entrance foyer to HQ of the Duchy of Cornwall---

Inner circle Pilgrims Society multi-billionaires Prince Charles the
Duke of Cornwall (left) with Gerald Grosvenor, the Duke of
Westminster---

The Duke (Pilgrims) with Queen Elizabeth II (Pilgrims) ---

Somewhere back in history we’d likely find if we searched a
connection between this word “Cornwall” and the “Cornwallis”
family, of the infamous Redcoat General who attacked us in
Revolutionary War times. As recently as The Pilgrims 1980 roster,

the most recent known in outsiders hands, we notice a Lord
Cornwallis listed! As of 1901, the Grosvenor and the Cornwallis
lines intersected by marriage! When Gerald thinks of America he
thinks “wayward colonists!”

There is an annual Duke of Westminster Award by the CVQO, Cadet
Vocational Qualification Organization, headquartered at Camberley,
a city of around 40,000 tracing all the way back in time to Roman
Britain, in the region known as Surrey. Below, The Duke bestowing
his namesake award to a foolish young Englishman willing to go

overseas to die fighting, if necessary, to protect Gerald Grosvenor’s
holdings, and those of his fellow “Hell 666” Pilgrims Society
members---his ancestors backed England’s tyranny over the
American colonies---and bodyguards? He has the entire British
military---

Gerald Grosvenor loaned one of his Cessna private jets to The Duke
of Cambridge (Pilgrims Society) though it’s unclear why, as the D of
C undoubtedly isn’t deprived as to his own transportation. Gerald
has numerous ties with the Royal family. One of the Queen’s
doctors delivered Gerald’s son in January 1991. The Queen, Prince
Philip, Prince Charles, Princess Anne and several Prime Ministers

have all been guests at the 52 room Lochmore Lodge, one of the
Duke’s lengthy list of properties in Scotland.
Field Marshall, General Thomas Grosvenor (1764 to 1851) was in
charge of security at the Bank of England in 1780 (a very early start).
He was a commander during the Battle of Copenhagen (1807) in the
Napoleonic Wars. Both he and his father were Whig Party members
of Parliament. In the USA, we had a Whig Party that was strongly in
favor of a central bank. In “The Temper Tantrum,” released
originally at Silver Investor site in November 2006, I describe the
President John Tyler administration, during which the Whig Party
staged a riot outside the White House because Tyler vetoed another
central banking bill. It was called the Fiscal Bank Bill, passed by the
Senate on July 28, 1841, and promptly crushed by Tyler’s immediate
veto. Corrupt economic textbook writers by the thousands have
since belched out vituperation on Tyler’s memory, asserting how
“backward” and “uninformed” he was about “monetary science.”
After the British failed to reinstitute a central bank in the Tyler
Presidency, they set about fomenting the Civil War (did you read
#33?) General Grosvenor was the target of a failed assassination
attempt in 1820, and his second cousin replaced him in Parliament.
Speculations on the motive for the attempt range from Jesuit plots
to tenants evicted from Grosvenor properties.
http://www.cvqo.org/

At
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2002/oct/25/september11.usa
we read about The Pilgrims Society “fusing” the UK and USA
governments together--"When the whiff of war is in the air," says the historian of British
government Peter Hennessy, "The alliance between Britain and
America becomes almost palpable. I was in our embassy in
Washington in 1991, during the last Gulf war. It felt as if the two
systems were fused."

In any third World War, the USA and UK will be tied together--unless we neutralize The Pilgrims Society. Lest you think these two
countries are inadequate to face a Russian-Chinese and other
alliance, I remind you that Canada, Australia and many of the British
Commonwealth nations would be opposing said alliance. However I
think if these Pilgrims can have their plan realized, it will be for
Russia and China to oppose each other. These newer superpowers
however may be too smart for that.
This massive fortune of Gerald Grosvenor actually traces back
primarily to Hugh Audley (1577-1662) who had a wealthy father and
he became wealthier still and was known as a moneylender. He
bought land in what became downtown London of later generations.
As the growth reached land he owned, the value soared. In this
sense Audley was on the scene long before John Jacob Astor who
used that same system around New York. Astor bought
undervalued land at the fringes of growth and time and soaring
population made the worth go orbital. Hugh Audley owned the land
where the world famous Buckingham Palace stands! We read at the
Daily Mail link--“Hugh Audley was one of the most famous - and notorious - money
lenders of the 17th century. Audley Street in Mayfair, now home to
upmarket art galleries and exclusive restaurants, is named after its
former landlord.”
In April 2014, a treasure hunter with a metal detector found a 24
karat gold ring owned by Hugh Audley---

The area we’re researching was part of The Domesday Book,
completed in 1086 AD, which was a survey of England ordered by
William the Conqueror. Audley’s holdings went to his great grand
niece (long explanation) whose name was Mary Davies, and got
married at the really tender age of twelve (12) and was heiress to
what was known as the Manor of Ebury. Ebury Street is today a well
known location in Belgravia district of central London and heavily
owned by the subject of this profile---the longest we’ve presented.
Mary Davies husband was Sir Thomas Grosvenor (1655-1700) who
was a Member of Parliament, oversaw the building of a magnificent
mansion, and was typically a member of the Anglican Church of
England. His ancestor, Robert Grosvenor, actually started that side
of the fortune in 1160 AD by becoming a landowner. During 1190
to 1193 AD, accompanying King Richard I of England (“Richard the
Lionheart”) on his Crusade to the Holy Land was Richard Grosvenor.
In 1234 AD the Grosvenors acquired still larger landholdings in
Cheshire. In 1443 Raufe Grosvenor added to the burgeoning family
fortune by marring heiress Joan of Eton (later spelled Eaton).

In

1634 Sir Richard Grosvenor (1604-1665) acquired possession of
“mines and minerals in North Wales, an extremely valuable source of
income.” Flashing back again, we discover that Hugh De Audley, the

first Earl of Gloucester (1291-1347) “was the second son of Sir Hugh
de Audley, Lord Audley by Iseult de Mortimer and great, great
grandson of King Henry II. He held many offices including Knight of
Stratton in Stratton Audley, Oxfordshire, of Gratton, Staffordshire,
the King's bachelor, Sheriff of Rutland, and was the English
Ambassador to France in 1341.” We won’t go deep into complex
genealogies besides stating that the present Duke of Westminster
has in his background heritage from such as the Cavendish family,
as seen in his name, Gerald Cavendish Grosvenor.

Mister Gerald

owns 300+ acres of the Mayfair and Belgravia districts in merry old
London and immense estates in Cheshire (Eaton Estate plus 11,500
acres), Lancashire (Scotland, Abbeystead Estate, plus 23,500 acres);
the Reay Forest Estate (Scotland, 96,000 acres) and overseas. He
owns the Liverpool One Shopping Centre.

Don’t overlook that

Grosvenor owns “vast estates in Oxford and elsewhere in Europe.”
However, a Belgravia Dot Com site insists Gerald’s family owns 400
acres in Belgravia alone. http://moneystepper.com/ says homes in
Belgravia can reach a $150 million price tag. “The Power of Scale--A Global History Approach” (2015, page 131) says 480 acres.
Possibly some was sold---or someone wants to minimize the
known extent of their wealth. The same page of that book remarks-“The Grosvenors show commercial imperia building processes and
their human consequences across the centuries and generations.”

http://www.flat-living.co.uk/advice/557-the-grosvenor-estate
says---

“Gerald Cavendish Grosvenor, the 6th Duke of Westminster is
London’s wealthiest landlord. He and his family own around 300
acres of land, including some of London’s most exclusive addresses,
which make up part of the Grosvenor Estate. The estate is most
famous for its landmark residential properties in Mayfair and
Belgravia but it also owns a portfolio of businesses, rural estates
and other assets. In total the organisation employs more than 1,200
people. One hundred per cent of the shares in Grosvenor are owned
by the Trustees of various Grosvenor trusts established for the
benefit of current and future members of the family. The Duke of
Westminster’s seat is at Eaton Hall in Cheshire and the value of
Grosvenor’s property holdings and other assets are estimated to
make him the third richest man in Britain.”
In 1917 Eaton Hall set aside rooms for hospitalization of 250 British
army officers wounded in England’s war of colonial expropriation
against Germany. In 1943 to 1946, it was used as the base of
operations of the Royal Naval College. The Grosvenors are on the
world warfare bandwagon!
Eaton Hall in Cheshire---

Typical interior view---

So-called “Dennys Hall” another major Grosvenor building on the
same grounds---

Gerald Grosvenor is the Chancellor of the University of Chester since
2005, which means he gets the glory while career administrators
handle the university’s affairs on a day by day basis according to his
dictates “from on high” as his full formal title is “His Grace the Duke
of Westminster.” It traces to 1839 and was founded by big shots
including the 14th Earl of Derby, whose descendant became a leader
of The Pilgrims Society London (chairman of executive committee,
1929-1945). Naturally Chester University is a Church of England
institution. It has 18,800 students---

PR Week begged the obvious calling Grosvenor Group a “property
powerhouse” and The Richest Dot Com mentioned “Grosvenor
Group, the property giant controlled by the Duke of Westminster”--

According to the "Sunday Times Rich List 2014," the Duke of
Westminster is worth $27 billion. Another respected source says his
London holdings alone are worth $15.7 billion (at a 1.57x currency
conversion rate). As you review images and descriptions of
Grosvenor Groups’ overseas holdings, you’ll think a tally stoutly
exceeding $27 billion applies! He’s old, not new wealth, and the
media has a policy of severely lowballing wealth estimates of the old

rich, because they want the public to believe that a “new order” of
affairs has replaced the old. It has not!

“London is the real estate capital of the world.” At
http://www.grosvenor.com/investment-opportunities/ we notice--“There are many ways to invest in real estate with Grosvenor, both
as a client of our fund management business and also by partnering
with our proprietary property companies which invest directly in
property.”
The divisions of this enormous holding company include Grosvenor
Americas, Grosvenor Asia Pacific, Grosvenor Britain & Ireland and
Grosvenor Fund Management, set up to go both long and short real
estate.
Short video of Gerald posing as a do-gooder.

The National Westminster Bank shares his titular name not by
coincidence! Of course it’s linked, as all megabanks are, to many
corporate interests. Comparing the symbols of the Grosvenor
Group and this megabank shows visual confirmation of the strong
cross-linkage. (The same is true of the Reserve Bank of Australia,
who has a rep connecting it to the Grosvenor Group!) With banking
connections such as the Australian central bank (where Gerald owns
vast square footage) and a big United Kingdom megabank, Gerald
Grosvenor by definition opposes the return of silver as money! In
2000 NatWest merged with RBS Group, Royal Bank of Scotland
(where the Grosvenor interests also have embarrassingly large
holdings)! Sir Sandy Crombie, director of RBS, is highly likely to be a
member of The Pilgrims London. The National Westminster Bank
division of RBS has 33,300 employees. We wonder how many of
them remit monthly rent to Gerald Grosvenor---

These people like to deal in threes, double that = sixes!
These symbols are strongly similar to the Trilateral Commission---

The Duke of Westminster below at one of his several showpiece
properties (Eaton Square, London). Here’s a three bedroom “flat” in
Eaton Square, asking price is 11 million British pounds! On April 28,
2015, it was reported that he banked $59 million in one transaction
and that his property empire has a development pipeline (in
addition to fabulously valuable existing structures) of $8.635 billion
in USD terms (using a 1.57x conversion rate) --- “A royal
connection--“Eaton Square, Belgravia, London is perhaps the best known address
on Grosvenor's London estate. It was built close to King George IV's
royal home at Buckingham Palace and to the Houses of Parliament,
during the housing boom that followed the Napoleonic wars.
Grosvenor continues to adapt these classical buildings to provide
contemporary homes for domestic and international residents.”

The Telegraph (London), November 20, 2008, reported---“Known
as the Mount Olympus of London squares, Eaton Square is a magnet
for the super-rich.” The Evening Standard, February 1, 2013
reported “Seventy million pounds sterling for Eaton Square house
with gold plated pool.”
21 Eaton Square 1/2013 had 3 bedroom flat at
6,500,000 pounds sterling---

23 Eaton Square where in January 2012
3 bedroom flat was listed at 17.5 million pounds---

36-37 Eaton Square has a “flat” at 6,308,000 pounds---

42 Eaton Square---

60 Eaton Square---

65 Eaton Square had a one bedroom flat

Listed in 2014 for 2.5 million pounds---

Cheshire House at 66 Eaton Square---

82 Eaton Square “has housed a Major-General of the East Indian
Cavalry, a Lord Strafford, a Lord Bagot, an Earl of Dalhousie, an Earl
of Clare, a Duke of Bedford, and Queen Wilhelmina of the
Netherlands.”

The Duke of Westminster “still owns much of central London” and
“The Grosvenor Estate still owns swaths of central London, centered
on the ultra-wealthy areas of Mayfair and Belgravia.” The American

Embassy in London, located at Grosvenor Square for some 200
years, has recently changed location. The Canadian High
Commission is at 1 Grosvenor Square. Grosvenor Square itself
traces to the year 1710 and Sir Richard Grosvenor who owned a
stable of racehorses as a pastime, and traveled to Switzerland,
Germany, the Netherlands and elsewhere in Europe---and he was a
Baronet---swell, huh? These Grosvenors have owned costly Arabian
stallions. He was a Member of Parliament and participated in the
coronation of King George II (reign 1727-1760). This item
mentions a “flat” with a view of Grosvenor Square and the “flat”
(domicile) is valued at 18 million British pounds or $28,260,000
USD at a conversion rate of 1.57x PS. There can be no doubt that
Gerald Grosvenor doesn’t poke about in restaurant dumpsters for
dubious morsels. Astonishing cash flow for years and years has
allowed him to expand his real estate empire overseas as we shall
see. The moment expansions are paid for the Duke’s income
increases and more developments transpire.

In 2001 the British Petroleum pension fund sold ten acres in Mayfair
adjacent to Gerald’s holdings---acres less valuable than his---for
335 million pounds sterling. Gerald’s landholdings outside of
London probably eclipsed the value of his London base over ten

years ago. His holdings literally pepper the world map as you will
see.
Note that there have been several Sir Richard Grosvenors way back
in this fabled line. The Sir Richard Grosvenor who was part of the
coronation ceremonies of King George II had a second wife---her
name was Diana Warburton. She was the daughter of Sir George
Warburton of Arley in Cheshire, according to a page at British
History site. At History of Parliament Online unsurprisingly we’re
told that Sir George was a Member of Parliament. We read--“Warburton’s family had been established in Cheshire since at least
the early 14th century, and owned substantial lands in the north of
the county.”
Warburton was a Whig politically. The American Whig Party
originated in 1833 at almost the peak of President Jackson’s power.
The Whigs favored the continuation of the second United States
Bank (the central bank), and getting rid of the Bank was Jackson’s
biggest goal. The Whigs called Jackson “a dangerous man on
horseback,” a reference to his wildly successful career as a general.
Another Grosvenor, Robert, the 1st Marquess of Westminster, was
also a Whig and ironically he had the same birth and death years as
Jackson---1767 and 1845. We do trust these two men aren’t in the
same destination and that the Marquess remains “ablaze.”
The Pilgrims 1940 London---

The Pilgrims1957 London---

The Earl of Warwick owned Warwick Castle, built in 1068 AD on
orders of William the Conqueror. The Earl had opulent holdings in
Switzerland, Italy and France.
The Pilgrims 1974 London---

The Pilgrims London 1980 shows Dame Anne Warburton and the
same John Richard Eliot Warburton from the 1974 roster. The Dame
was Ambassador to Denmark during which time she visited the very
large Danish holding---Greenland. She was president of Lucy
Cavendish College at Cambridge, again suggesting a linkage of the
Warburtons to the much bigger Grosvenors, as Gerald’s middle
name is---Cavendish. She was the daughter of Captain P.G. Eliot
Warburton, a Pilgrims member from earlier years. She was with
Lazard Brothers & Company of London in the early to mid 1950’s---

a City merchant bank of major importance still today. She held
decorations from England, Denmark, West Germany and Spain.
Warburton’s, a baking (not banking---oven baking) concern has
5,000 employees and is has revenues north of $1 billion USD and is
based in Bolton, England.
As if gloating over centuries of English colonial exploitation of the
world, largely made possible by sailing ships, a younger Gerald
Grosvenor poses before a masterpiece---

Gerald Cavendish Grosvenor is chairman of the trustees of The
Westminster Foundation which role assists his posturing as a dogooder.

20 Grosvenor Square is the former site of U.S. Naval operations in
Europe---

Interior view of Marriott Hotel London at Grosvenor Square---

The Dragon Group is at 22 Grosvenor Square and “is involved in
financing and managing a number of resource projects worldwide at
various stages of the mine development cycle. Dragon's business
model involves the assessment and acquisition of mining projects
worldwide. Dragon co-founded Arian Silver Corporation” (Mexican
silver!) “Dragon co-founded Siberian Goldfields” and has developed
major diamond, copper and gold strikes in Africa. Does Gerald
Grosvenor hold a stake in this enterprise?

The Millennium Hotel is at 44 Grosvenor Square---

Memorial statue of Franklin Roosevelt in Grosvenor Square.
Members of The Pilgrims Society London supervised this project out
of gratitude to FDR being a gold and silver suppressor and dragging
America into World War Two which was what the British planned
since 1919 or earlier. “The Pilgrims of Great Britain” (Profile Books,
London, 2002 short run book), pages 30-33, 55, 63, and 132-136,
all feature mention of how The Society erected this statue---eleven
pages worth---

41 to 43 Mount Street in Mayfair, area of prime Grosvenor holdings.
This is known as the Audley Building, named after Hugh Audley, the
main founder of the Grosvenor fortune. An apartment nearby has
an asking price of 8.75 million pounds “sterling” (about
$13,730,000). Expensive diamond jewelers are common in areas
owned by The Duke of Westminster ---

Mount Street in London features luxury shops and restaurants--“There are 47 retail premises on Mount Street, of which Grosvenor
directly control 32.” You should assume that includes “controlling”
the luxury jewelers there, with fortunes in diamonds. Apparently
this mega-billionaire owns not only the buildings, but sometimes
also the operations of the retailers---

The massive Grosvenor Building in Glasgow, Scotland---

At http://www.grosvenor.com/featured-locations we’ll review the
following incomplete list of The Duke’s far flung, enormous
holdings--Grosvenor Place (Kamizono Cho) in Tokyo---luxury penthouses---

Grosvenor’s Opus Arisugawa Terrace in Tokyo, “This apartment is
located in the center of Tokyo’s most international area”---

The Belgravia Azabu in Tokyo is a 102 unit luxury residential tower--

The Westminster Roppongi in Tokyo is a 99 unit luxury penthouse--

The Westminster Terrace in Hong Kong is another upscale
residential affair with penthouses of 6,500 square feet---if we had
details, we’d find some Japanese members of the Trilateral
Commission paying monthly tribute to His Grace The Duke of
Westminster of The Pilgrims Society of Great Britain in London--“Land holdings all over the world” was bullseye attributed to the
Grosvenors by Tom Quinn in his 2013 book “London’s Strangest
Tales—Extraordinary But True Stories” (Pavilion Books) click on
attributed to see the quotation---no page number is stated.

The Duke’s opulent Westminster Terrace at Grosvenor Place (other
view shows dissimilarities due to different direction), Hong Kong,

looking like an advanced alien building out of “Star Trek”---a typical
unit goes for $15,483,072 USD---

Grosvenor House on Maoming Road in Shanghai, China---

“PILL-GRAMS”

“Gerald Grosvenor leads growing list of wealth builders in London.”

Grosvenor Ambleside in West Vancouver Canada is 98 luxury homes
above pricey shops and restaurants---

The Rise in Vancouver---92 costly residential units over retail
outlets---

Grosvenor Edgemont in North Vancouver---condominiums,
townhomes, retail and office space---

15 West (or 15 West Tower) in North Vancouver---18 story condo
with 115 units---

The Avenue West End in Calgary (Canada) features 319 ultra costly
residential units---it’s as if important regional leaders reside where
The Duke of Westminster has holdings---as a likely inner circle
member of The Pilgrims, this would facilitate him imparting
“illumination” to these Grosvenor wanna bees---

The Drake in Calgary---135 mega-price condominiums and
townhomes---

The Smith in Calgary---18 story “boutique” building with 129
penthouses---

Grosvenor Americas acquired this 106,000 square foot office
building at 1520 Fourth Street in Calgary---

The Bridges At Northcreek (luxury apartments) ---suburb of
Seattle---

Campbell Run Apartments (360 units) in a Seattle suburb---

Chelsea Apartments at Juanita Village in a Seattle suburb 196
apartments---

In September 2012 it was announced that Grosvenor Americas
acquired the 360 unit Waterford Place Apartments near Seattle for
$58.4 million. “With the acquisition of Waterford Place, Grosvenor
Americas, a privately owned global company, now owns 10
apartment communities with a total of 1,660 units in the greater
Seattle area.”

1645 Pacific Avenue in San Francisco---30 expensive penthouses--

A Grosvenor Group London development under way in San
Francisco---

Another Grosvenor Group London development in San Francisco---

Trailside Terrace in Belmont, California 195 luxury apartments---

http://pitchengine.com/pitches/51075136-3c55-42e4-94dba8dc3c52a054
“Grosvenor Americas also owns 308-310 North Rodeo Drive in
Beverly Hills, with approximately 15,000 SF of retail space housing
the internationally renowned jeweler Harry Winston and women's
fashion retailer bebe. Grosvenor is a privately-owned property
group, active in some of the world’s most dynamic cities with 19
offices in 12 countries and assets in a total of 17 countries. The
Group operates and invests in three different business areas; direct
proprietary investment in real estate through our Operating
Companies in Britain & Ireland, the Americas and Asia Pacific;
indirect proprietary investment in real estate managed by others,

which is the responsibility of the holding company; and our
international fund management Operating Company - Grosvenor
Fund Management - which manages capital on behalf of investors.
As of December 31, 2012, the Group had total assets under
management of US$19.9 billion.”
Cheyne Terrace---“Luxury London Living,” this is an old French
word meaning “oak-hearted” a possible reference to the Norman
conquest of England in 1066 AD---

119 Ebury Street in London is a former hotel converted to
apartments and it looks like the smallest coin in Gerald Grosvenor’s
Marianna Trench deep pockets---

Intersection of Grosvenor Gardens and Ebury Street---

40 Grosvenor Place, London---

Grosvenor Hotel London---

With such wealth and tastes, The Duke looks at small folks like
crawling bugs!

Indeed, The Duke intends to FEED us on this “globalized” diet (proof
to follow!)

101 Buckingham Palace Road, address of The Grosvenor Hotel
London---

The Grosvenor Kensington Hotel London (another one) ---

Eccleston Place in London, luxury townhouses in Belgravia district of
the City of Westminster---

11 Passmore Street in London has 23 units with an average recent
value of $3,683,000 in USD terms---

Barton Park in Oxford, England, 885 new homes under construction
as of 2014---

Parkside Place in Cambridge, England---8 story apartment building
and offices---

Grand Arcade Shopping Centre in Cambridge, England---

Trumpington Meadows near Cambridge---1,200 homes---

The Grosvenor Hotel in Chester, England---

Interior view---

Springside in the Fountainbridge area of Edinburgh, Scotland--“over 600 new homes, student accommodation, a hotel, office and
amenity retail uses, all within the award winning environment.”
Liverpool One is a massive development by the Grosvenor interests-

Liverpool One features a very large triple tier shopping mall and a
14 screen cinema---

Liverpool One features high end residential towers---

One Park West in Liverpool has 326 expensive units & rooftop
heliport---

Southampton’s New Arts Complex---63,000 square foot arts
building, six restaurants and 38 residential homes---

He owns Festival Place Shopping Centre in Basingstroke--http://www.festivalplace.co.uk/

The District on 14th Street NW in Washington, six story luxury
apartment building---sold in 2013 to JP Morgan for $76 million---

F1RST (note the spelling the letter “I” is expressed as a “1” as in
number one) in Washington D.C.--- “this exciting mixed-use
community designed by architect Hickok Cole will offer 325 rental
apartments, a 170-room Residence Inn by Marriott and over 2,300
sq m of retail space at the doorstep of Nationals Park baseball
stadium.” Also known as the Capitol Riverfront development (on the
Potomac River) ---

Grosvenor Americas acquired this 120,000 square foot medical
office building in Fairfax, Virginia---even gougers get gouged by
The Duke---he paid a paltry $43 million for it---and will have
those avaricious Pharma allied medicos blowing up pennies invested
to the size of manhole covers with typical scandalous Pharma markups---

Grosvenor Central in Silver Spring, Maryland will have a “bike
workshop” (as we’ll see The Duke’s wife Natalia is a global bicycle
magnate). It will have 243 luxury units and large retail space on the
ground level---

The Avalon Grosvenor Tower in North Bethesda, Maryland---

An item dated 2012 at Grosvenor Fund Management site mentioned
its staff in Philadelphia was expanded by four additional hot-shot
performers. One was previously with Lazard Freres & Company
(Pilgrims Society) and JP MorganChase (Pilgrims Society) and another
came from the surprisingly huge State Street Global ($28 trillion,
Pilgrims Society).
The Grosvenor Campus at Sunrise (Reston, Virginia) has tenants in
government contracting, financial services, technology and
consulting---

Other aspect of these Grosvenor buildings shows this---

Grosvenor Americas first acquisition was in 1944 with Annacis
Island (1,200 acres) in the Fraser River delta near Vancouver. This is
mainly an industrial development including a very large wastewater
treatment plant servicing Vancouver.
http://grosvenorheights.com/ in Bethesda, Maryland, consists of
ten homes and 142 “elevator townhomes” this is a classic example
of a powerful Englishman informally gathering around himself a

veritable constellation of persons of major local influence, whereas
his reach is global---

At http://gptccommunity.org/outside_home.asp we notice---

“Welcome to the Grosvenor Park Townhouse Condominium
community! Nestled in a corner of what was once the estate of
National Geographic founder, Gilbert Grosvenor, we are one of the
Washington area's best kept secrets.”
We arrive now at an interesting juncture. Apparently some of the
Grosvenors, but not the main family line, migrated long ago to
North America. Gilbert Grosvenor and his son, Melville Bell
Grosvenor, two famous Washingtonians, are of the branch that came
here. According to
http://londinoupolis.blogspot.com/2013/01/why-americans-dontown-their-london.html referring to the Grosvenors stated, “most of
Maine and New York, owned once by the family.” I determined it
was the main Grosvenor line who remained in England who were
large absentee Colonial landlords. We stated it earlier but repeating
it here isn’t excessive---there was a Gilbert Le Grosvenor in AD
1066 who accompanied William the Conqueror to take over England!
Yes, the recent USA Grosvenors are of this same ancient line and I
haven’t looked at their background in early medieval France---there
may be aspects of deep interest! I haven’t seen statements about
how closely linked the Grosvenor transatlantic families are. I figure
there are strong links out of public view.
Gilbert Grosvenor bought the land being discussed here in 1912 and
moved there “from the DuPont Circle area in Washington, D.C.”
Gilbert H. Grosvenor (1875 to 1966) was born in Istanbul, Turkey,
and was second cousin to William H. Taft, President and Supreme

Court Justice and Skull & Bones Society member. His brother, Henry
W. Taft, was in The Pilgrims 1924. It’s unclear when The Pilgrims
made the USA President an “honorary” member and their “honorary”
president. Gilbert is known as the “father of photo journalism” and
is credited for having built the National Geographic Society into the
large organization it became, today with 6,800,000 members all
being fed subtle doses of globalism. His son Melville Bell Grosvenor
(1901-1982) was the grandson of Alexander Graham Bell who
invented the telephone. Several of these USA Grosvenors have been
directors of an important regional telephone company, as we shall
see! Coincidence? Not in this case! Melville ran the National
Geographic Society and its magazine for some years. Neither has
appeared in any Pilgrims rosters I’ve reviewed however, clearly they
were in the periphery of The Society. Pilgrims Society members
have routinely been National Geographic Society trustees. Also
bearing his name is Grosvenor Lodge in Katmai National Park in
Alaska.

A 20,919 foot peak in the Eastern Himalayas in China was named
Mount Grosvenor in his honor, probably because National
Geographic has sponsored so many expeditions to remote regions
and made so many advancements to mapmaking. Of course, the
Chinese have their own local name for it. As of 2012, only three
ascents of this mountain have been confirmed. Also named for him
in Alaska is another Mount Grosvenor, 8,460 feet yet not climbed till
1979. There’s a Grosvenor Glacier on Mount Salcantay, a 20,574
foot peak in the Peruvian Andes range. Utah has a sandstone
formation named the Grosvenor Arch.
The 1952-1953 Who’s Who in America, page 986, shows Gilbert G.
was a member of the English Speaking Union, confirmed over and
over as a Pilgrims Society front. He and his son were both members

of the Cosmos Club, National Press Club and the Chevy Chase--D.C. and metro D.C. clubs well interlocked with globalist forces.
Gilbert was a director of American Security & Trust Company and
Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Company while junior was a
director of paper manufacturer Champion International and
Washington Loan & Trust. Both were also members of the Cruising
Club of America, wealthy yacht owners with a Pilgrims Society
interlock. Champion was probably providing paper for National
Geographic Magazine. How wealthy has this lesser branch of the
Grosvenor family become? There’s nothing definite however some
number approaching several hundred million minimum is likely--enough to be in the orbit of The Pilgrims Society.
The 2014 Who’s Who In The East, page 559, shows Gilbert Melville
Grosvenor, grandson of Gilbert H., a member of the Chevy Chase
Club and chairman since 1987 of the National Geographic Society.
He’s a former director of Chevy Chase Bank. Has the American
branch of the old, old line Grosvenor family been able to “benefit” by
means of membership fees paid by over 25 million National
Geographic Society members over the years? Could they be
tempted, or don’t their feet hit the ground when they walk? He’s a
former member of the President’s Commission on Environmental
Quality and a current member of the Explorers Club in New York,
along with Pilgrims Society member Peter J.C. Mosse, profiled in #24
Silver Squelchers, pages 24 through 37. The National Geographic
Society and the Explorers Club have concerned themselves with

world geographical, exploratory and ethnic knowledge for over a
century. This global research may have provided complimentary
information to the Grosvenor interests in London in their expansion
campaign across the immense world map.
Gilbert Melville Grosvenor (son of Melville Bell G.) was as of the 1994
Who’s Who In America for 1994, page 1391, a director of the White
House Historical Association, Chevy Chase Bank, Chesapeake &
Potomac Telephone, Conservation Foundation, Ethyl Corporation
and Marriott Corporation (hotel chain). Marriott has a number of
major hotels in association with the London based Grosvenor Group!
Additionally, this character was as of 1994 a director of the
American Farmland Trust, which comes across strongly as a
counterpart to the London Grosvenor owned Wheatsheaf Group,
which we will take a hard look at as you continue to read this profile
on His Grace The Duke of Westminster! Additionally, Gilbert Melville
Grosvenor was a member of the Newcomen Society of North
America, which at that time was headed by second generation
member of The Pilgrims, Charles Penrose Jr. (page 2680, 1994
volumes). Absolutely there’s an American Grosvenor family branch,
much smaller in wealth though still of considerable influence and we
should assume in full collaboration with The Duke of Westminster.
Edwin S. Grosvenor (born 1951) is editor in chief of American
Heritage Magazine. Edwin was associated with third generation
member of The Pilgrims, George Ames Plimpton, of a very old
influential English family. In 2007, Edwin led an investor group that

bought American Heritage from second generation member of The
Pilgrims, fake gold standard advocate Steve Forbes. The Grosvenor
USA branch has dealings with the Rockefellers (Pilgrims Society) as
seen in this 2006 item relating to a technology meeting. Do you
suppose the London Grosvenors have dealings with the London
Rothschilds? I haven’t found any, but I didn’t look far. It’s a virtual
certainty.

In September 2015 in a $725 million deal, 21st Century Fox,
controlled by Rupert Murdoch (Pilgrims Society---most likely)
bought the media assets of the National Geographic Society.
There was a Grosvenor Atterbury (1869 to 1956) who was an
architect and urban planner who graduated from Yale. Skull &
Bones member? Perhaps he was in the Wolf’s Head Society or Book
& Snake Society! “Much of Atterbury’s early work consisted of
weekend houses for wealthy industrialists.” He did work for Pilgrims
Society members! He built or designed Rockefeller Hall in Winter
Harbor, Maine for confirmed Pilgrims member John D. Rockefeller
Jr., in 1933. The 1930-1931 Who’s Who in America, page 205,
shows he designed the Psychiatric Clinic (“prison torture chamber”)
at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, the Phipps Institute in
Philadelphia (Pilgrims Society family associated with Carnegie Steel),
did work for the Russell Sage Foundation (Pilgrims Society) and was

a member of the National Institute of Social Sciences, a Pilgrims
Society run group which appears to be planning the management of
serfs lives in the New British Empire. The New York Social Diary
mentions Grosvenor Atterbury. The Pilgrims New York 1974
showed---

This may have been a cousin of Grosvenor Atterbury (who by the
way may have had a member of the family associated with Dow
Chemical as a mother, as he was born in Michigan and her name
was Dow!) There’s little info out there on Boudinot Phelps Atterbury
but I’ve been able to determine he was related to the Arizona and
Nevada based Phelps-Dodge copper mining fortune, including silver
mining and railroads in Nevada, the much older and larger Van
Rensselaer land fortune and several other dynasties! One of these
individuals was in China as of 1879 and potentially an opium
manager and during the Boxer uprising of 1900; several of his
“colleagues” were killed by Chinese angry over what opium addiction
had done to their hyper-exploited country. In “The Transactions of
the Rockefeller Family Association for 1905,” page 211 shows
several Rockefellers who were buried at Grosvenor’s Corners, New
York! Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue (1869 to 1924) was another
architect. That’s two (2) architects having “Grosvenor” as part of
their name. I feel this can’t be by chance, as the main Grosvenor
branch based in London, couldn’t have had this blue whale sized
fortune they hold, in the absence of the science of architecture!

Goodhue designed dozens of buildings including the private
chambers of the Wolf’s Head Society at Yale University! Even the
architectural firm he was with had several names associated in a
familial sense with The Pilgrims Society.
The Pilgrims NYC 1924 shows---

Francis A. Goodhue III is with UBS Financial Services NYC!
And another Goodhue
(With a Livingston, no less!) ---

The New York Times described Goodhue Livingston Jr. as an
“independent investor” and confirmed his ancestry from Robert
Livingston who arrived in America in 1673 and founded a
tremendous landowning family. Goodhue Livingston Jr. was also
described as “the son of a prominent architect,” and there we are
again---architecture. No, I didn’t suggest this particular science is
subversive! Goodhue, a backer of Planned Parenthood, was
associated with American & Foreign Banking Corporation and
Equitable Trust Company during 1923-1927, which bank was coleader with another Pilgrims Society Bank, the Chase National
(Astor-Rockefeller) in selling Bolshevik Bonds in the USA, enabling
the Soviet Reds to remain in power in Russia!

Several links ago we noticed that the structure seen below was built
on land once owned by Gilbert Grosvenor. The story behind his
acquisition of that parcel is---what? Did he get any funding from
London? The Grosvenor-Strathmore Station is a rapid transit station
in the Washington D.C. metro line that is located in North Bethesda,
Maryland. Maryland is named after Queen Maria of England, wife of
King Charles I. The name Strathmore is of significance as seen in
the profile of a Pilgrims member by that name in this royaltynobility category. There are a number of major scale buildings
nearby this station including The Meridian at Grosvenor Station and
The Oakwood and Avalon Apartments. These structures aren’t
listed as holdings at Grosvenor Group London. So, does the smaller,
but significant, American branch of the Grosvenor family have any
interests in these major buildings? Perhaps is all we know at this
time.
Grosvenor Park Condos in North Bethesda, Maryland---

Address is 10101 Grosvenor Place---

Grosvenor Auditorium of the National Geographic Society in D.C. --

Back to our tour of Gerald Grosvenor’s holdings!
Typical mansion in Belgravia district in London owned by the
Grosvenor interests---

Number 3 to 15 Grosvenor Crescent contains 15 luxury apartments--

Other aspect---

Another spectacular Grosvenor family holding in London---

The Pantechnicon Building in London on Motcomb Street is another
Grosvenor holding---it contains “upmarket pubs and eateries”---

Grosvenor Waterside in London, so named for its nearness to the
River Thames, is called “a triumph in contemporary architecture” and
“one of the most sought after addresses in central London” and “a
stunning dockside development.” The Economic Times of India said
in December 2006 that areas of London controlled by Grosvenor
Group feature “leasing costs are 45% more than in central Tokyo.”

Another building at Grosvenor Waterside---

Moore House at Grosvenor Waterside has 149 expensive luxury
apartments---

Another building at Grosvenor Waterside (this isn’t all, there are 4
others) ---

What can the average Joe do to conceptualize the astronomical cash
flow of The Duke of Westminster? Just picture an ant looking at the
Sierra Blanca mountain range in south central Colorado, a seven
thousand foot rise.
Moving on to number 17 Grosvenor Crescent we notice it’s the
address of the Embassy of Belgium in the United Kingdom. I notice
many expensive jewelers holding leases in Grosvenor commercial
buildings in the many nations where The Duke operates. This leads
me to think, he being as crafty as he is, that he may be taking a toll
on all the diamonds sold to public buyers, in terms of the diamonds
themselves and not only through lease payments made to him.
Belgium has long been the world’s leading diamond processing
country. In fact, at 20 Hanover Square in the Mayfair area
(Grosvenor holding) there’s a---Grosvenor Diamonds Limited. The

Duchess of Westminster owns a collection of diamond and ruby
tiaras that few jewelers can even conceive of, and the rubies are
many times rarer than the diamonds! (Balancing prices however is
that far fewer people are seeking rubies).

Rue De La Republique in Lyon France---where Grosvenor Fund
Management bought a lengthy holding of retail outlets on both
sides of an important street in a top French city---

Grosvenor Hotel in Paris at 69 Boulevard Haussmann---

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-486373/Billionaire-DukeWestminster-sparks-protest-Paris-flea-markets-70-rent-rises.html
In The Daily Mail (London) of October 8, 2007, we find, “Billionaire
Duke of Westminster Sparks Protest in Paris Flea Markets With 70%
Rent Rises” at the World Antiques Fair, specifically, the Serpette and
Paul-Bert sections of the market bought by Grosvenor Continental
Europe. Just squeeze the small folks harder, Duke! “Seize” and
“absorb” wealth from your peasant serfs! Carry on like a member of
the “PILL-GRAMS!” World making kingpins like the Duke know how
to put the screws to the small folks! Gerald sez, “I’ll Pilgrimize
everyone I come into contact with!”

Burlov Shopping Centre with 70 tenants (Grosvenor Stockholm,
Sweden) ---

Haninge Shopping Centre (Grosvenor Stockholm, Sweden) ---

Vasby Shopping Centre (Grosvenor Stockholm, Sweden) ---

Balstra Centrum (Grosvenor Stockholm, Sweden) ---

Skarholmen Shopping Centre (Grosvenor Stockholm, Sweden) ---

An item dated February 2015 announced that the Grosvenor Fund
Management and we read--“Grosvenor Fund Management (GFM) has acquired a high street
retail unit at 22 Via Torino, Milan, Italy, from a Fund managed by an
institutional SGR, on behalf of Urban Retail V. The acquisition is the
second for the fund, following the acquisition of a high street retail
portfolio on London’s Kensington High Street earlier this month.
The property also benefits from a geothermal energy production

system, rather than traditional methods of heating and cooling,
making it a highly sustainable and cost-efficient building for
tenants. Urban Retail V is Grosvenor’s fifth high street retail
investment vehicle and focuses on core cities in UK, France,
Belgium, Sweden, Finland, Denmark, Italy and Spain. The vehicle is
capitalized by The Grosvenor Group.”
The Italian complex features a high-end jeweler---

Grosvenor Place at 225 George Street, Sydney, Australia
---Silver suppressor Barclays Bank has a major branch in this
tower---

Grosvenor Executive Apartments in Melbourne, Australia--“He is a major owner in downtown Melbourne.”
http://www.wealthandwant.com/themes/underpop/duke_westminst
er

An earlier Duke of Westminster owned 17 Rolls Royce’s. Gerald’s
risk of being without transportation can’t be mathematically figured
as to the number of zeros behind a decimal point---it’s a
transcendental number like “pi.” The earlier Duke we’re referring to
was Hugh Richard Arthur Grosvenor The 2nd Duke of Westminster
(1879-1953) who according to Wiki “was a British landowner and
one of the wealthiest men in the world” and had “a private train built
to facilitate travel from Eaton Hall directly into London where his
townhouse Grosvenor House was located. Grosvenor House was
later leased to The United States for use as the American Embassy”
and he was “a man who enjoyed hiding diamonds under the pillow
of his mistresses.” Hugh wasn’t Gerald’s grandfather. It’s a long,
twisted story as to how Gerald inherited the Dukedom of
Westminster, if you wish, read about it here. Hugh Grosvenor was

mentioned on page 31 of “The Pilgrims of Great Britain” (2002, short
run book). Gerald’s son Hugh is named in memory of the earlier
Hugh Grosvenor---

Gerald rides only in luxury cars---

http://www.luxurytraveler.com/grosvenor_house_art_and_antiques
--“This year the Grosvenor House Art & Antiques Fair celebrates its
75th anniversary and will be held in the Great Room of Grosvenor
House on London’s Park Lane from 11-17 June 2009. Founded in
1934 the Fair remains the finest art and antiques fair in the UK due
to its constant commitment to showcasing the best dealers and the

most beautiful objects, all of which are for sale and are strictly
vetted for quality and authenticity and exhibited in a magnificent
setting. The Royal Charity Gala Evening has long been one of the
highlights of the Grosvenor House Art & Antiques Fair. This
glittering event regularly attracts an A-list crowd of the rich and
famous. The Fair is delighted that Her Royal Highness the Duchess
of Cornwall, president of this year’s charity, will attend the Gala
Private View. The Fair showcases an extraordinary range of
artifacts. Furniture, paintings, jewellery and more are offered for
sale by 90 of the top art and antique dealers in the world.”

Typical platinum, diamond & ruby item at GHAA Fair---

Ivana Trump, The Donald’s ex wife, has attended the Grosvenor
House Art & Antiques Fair. There is also this---

Historically, besides colossal land ownership and near boundless
rents received therefrom, what other channels of wealth added to
the hulking dimensions of the Himalayan size Grosvenor fortune?
We won’t engage in a lengthy research besides noting info from the
year 1782 regarding a large (729 tons) ocean going merchant ship,
The Grosvenor, which had a route between English ports and
Madras, India. The Grosvenor had a charter with the British East
India Company, whose major profit item was---OPIUM.

The Grosvenor site shows a timeline and one of the highlights is in
1381 AD, the Peasants Revolt. Naturally the Grosvenors have
hordes of peasants today to lord over with their blinding wealth and
shattering influence. 1605 AD is of interest to the Grosvenors as
they mention the “Gunpowder Plot,” in which “Guy Fawkes and other
Roman Catholic conspirators fail in attempt to blow up Parliament
and James I.” In January 1605, Fawkes and his co-conspirators
against the Crown and against his Church of England, were tortured
and executed by hanging, drawing and quartering, which involved
removal of body parts while still living, and watching those parts
being torch burned in front of them. Does this suggest a Jesuit
controlled London? No it does NOT and I conclude the British
establishment has been paying tale bearers to popularize this
fantasy of Vatican control to draw attention away from the actions of
these Dukes, Earls, Viscounts, Marquesses, Lords, Baronets, Sirs ad
nauseam against the world. I have reviewed the connections,

especially the Dukes of Norfolk, and conclude some Pilgrims
members have a foot in both camps, and mutual penetration efforts
exist, with the British at all times holding the vastly decisive whip
hand over the Catholics, who never give up. These are two separate
competing empires, folks, with a touch of overlap! Next in the
Grosvenor timeline they show the year 1707 and “The Act of Union,
which unites the kingdoms of England and Scotland and transfers
the seat of Scottish government to London.” These Grosvenors,
among the largest landowners in Scotland and owners of major
buildings there, are Royal family associates, and definitely have
sentiments contrary to Scottish independence. Next they mention
1715 to 1746 when a major Scottish rebellion took place and its
defeat at Culloden by the Duke of Cumberland. Connected to the
history of an earlier Duke of Cumberland is the historically famous
deep blue Wittelsbach Diamond, acquired several years ago by
billionaire London diamond dealer Laurence Graff, a highly likely
member of The Pilgrims London. Graff majors in huge high grade
diamonds. The Pilgrims London 1940 roster shows a Graff on the
organization’s executive committee---too coincidental that the
supersize jeweler in London now reckoned to be worth $5 billion
isn’t related to him---

In The Economist (London) of January 18, 1919, page 99, Clarence
Graff was quoted---

“London will always be the financial center of the world, but there
are many ways in which Chicago, New York and London bankers can
cooperate.”
Right-O, Pilgrims Society bankers cooperate to suppress silver
prices first, and gold prices as a priority of secondary urgency.
Sir Richard Grosvenor (1585 to 1645) had as his topmost concern
“to root out the "evil of popery."
You thought we were finished with the building review! Not hardly!
Gerald collects residential and commercial buildings like boys
collect toys.

Grosvenor House Dubai in the ultra-prosperous United Arab
Emirates actually consists of Tower One & Tower Two, both 690 feet

and encompass 2,435,000 square feet of high cost rental space--for example, a one bedroom apartment goes for USD equivalent of
$68,075 per annum (as this is written, with a Dirham to dollar
exchange rate of .2723 to the dollar) ---money is needed you see
for lollipops for Gerald Grosvenors progeny---

Night view & has high speed elevators---

The Duke of Westminster & the King of Bahrain---

Gerald of The Pilgrims with other wealthy Bahrain officials---

Gerald with unidentified Saudi official discussing the site
Of a planned Grosvenor mega-development skyscraper---

Grosvenor Business Tower in Dubai---tenants include United Arab
Bank, Access Medical and many others in many sectors including
pricey diamonds---

Gerald Cavendish Grosvenor with the King of Bahrain---

Grosvenor Casinos, with 57 locations, is owned by The Rank Group,
with the prestigious Grosvenor name licensed to them---Mister
Gerald very likely is a heavy holder of Rank Group stock---

Southampton, England site---

Huddersfield (England) site---

Number 10 Grosvenor Street is the headquarters of Grosvenor Fund
Management ---

“PILL-GRAMS”

The Grosvenor Funds, possibly not (??) directly connected to The
Duke of Westminster, is located at 888 Seventeenth Street NW in DC

which has four partners, at least two of which are potential
members of The Pilgrims. Names can’t be copyrighted, but it’s
some stretch figuring there’s no connection to The Duke and note
the heraldic symbol---

GCM Grosvenor (Grosvenor Capital Management) was founded in
1971 and recent figures are that it has $50.5 billion (fifty and onehalf billion) assets under management in USD terms “GCM
Grosvenor is one of the world’s largest and most diversified
independent alternative asset management firms. We offer
comprehensive public and private markets solutions, providing
clients with a broad suite of investment and advisory choices that
span hedge funds, private equity, infrastructure and real estate. We
specialize in developing customized investment programs tailored
to each client’s specific investment goals. Our global client base
includes public and private pensions, sovereign wealth entities,
banks, corporations, insurance companies, charitable organizations,
endowments and high net worth individuals.”

GCM Grosvenor has no apparent direct link to Gerald Grosvenor.
However, an entity as large as this is seemingly unavoidably
associated in some way---time is a hurdle to digging deeper.
Limited bios of directors show the expected connections to other
financial powerhouse entities like Goldman Sachs, and connections
to Pilgrims Society family names such as Seward, tracing to the
Secretary of State who bought Alaska from Russia in 1867.

Number 9941 Grosvenor Pointe Circle in Windemere, Florida, a
luxury residence, recently sold for $3,640,000. This is in a swath of
high priced houses. It’s unclear who the developer is. If other than
Grosvenor Group, we may wonder if some consideration was paid
for the fabled name. The same may be true of large interests such
as the Hilton Grosvenor Hotel in Glasgow. Next we resume with
interests certified to be those pertaining directly to The Duke of
Westminster---

Grosvenor Shopping Centre at Macclesfield, England---

Grosvenor Shopping Centre at Chester, England---

Ceiling view of the boundlessly opulent Grosvenor Chapel in London
at 24 South Audley Street in the City of Westminster---

Monument to Sir Robert Grosvenor (1767 to 1845) who became the
first Marquess of Westminster in 1831---this is at Number 1
Grosvenor Crescent---

There’s a Grosvenor International office in Luxembourg at 46 John
F. Kennedy Avenue---

On the matter of some Grosvenor relatives--https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chatsworth_House “Chatsworth
House is a stately home in Derbyshire, England. It is in the
Derbyshire Dales, about 3.5 miles (5.6 km) north-east of Bakewell
and 9 miles (14 km) west of Chesterfield It is the seat of the Duke of
Devonshire and has been home to the Cavendish family since 1549.”
There are 297 rooms and a staff of 500, plus art masterpieces by
Raphael, Van Dyck and Rembrandt ---this is owned by the Duke of
Devonshire, a relative of Gerald Grosvenor. He also is almost
certainly a Pilgrims member and is another recognized billionaire--

The Duke of Devonshire quite naturally labeled an “aristocrat” by
this source (The Daily Mail) “has a string of properties including
Lismore Castle, in Ireland. He is also chancellor of the University of
Derby, a director of Sotheby's and chairman of Ascot. The
Devonshire dukedom was created in 1694 and became one of
Britain's most colourful and influential families, with political
heavyweights spanning the centuries.” 1694 was the year the Bank
of England was founded. Connection---absolutely, and we
mentioned it in the opening stretch (first 664 words) of this
research documentary.

“Pilgrims and Pioneers” (1946) by Sir Harry Brittain, an organizer of
The Pilgrims in 1902-1903, pages 228 and 229 also mentions the
Duke of Devonshire (reference year 1920) who was British Governor
General of Canada. In “War Plotters of Wall Street” by Charles P.
Collman (1915, rare volume which pointed the correct finger of
accusation at The Pilgrims Society for plotting to cause World War
One), we find on page 55--“LONDON PLUTOCRATS WHO OWN CANADA HAVE NO MERCY.”
Among the numberless Cavendish family treasures is an
exceptionally high grade Columbian emerald of 1,383.93 carats.
That’s only what’s public knowledge. What else is in this treasure
trove looted from the world? Wealth accumulation isn’t wrong;
methods used by the British were based on force---

More Wealth Flowing to The Duke of Westminster---Video related to
The Duke’s agricultural interests---start at 4:45 he mentions
holdings in Spain. He owns shopping centers in Spain and Portugal.
He has a landholding in Spain called “La Garganta,” the throat. Yes,
a measurable fraction of the world’s wealth disappears down the
Grosvenor family throats, and add in the rest of The Pilgrims
organization in London and Manhattan, and the percent becomes
shockingly scandalous. If air were distributed like wealth, Pilgrims
Society members would be living in a wind tunnel and all the world’s
small folks, including what’s left of the beleaguered middle class,

would be living in a near vacuum. Most likely Mister Gerald has his
regiment of planners reviewing wind generated electrical power as
well. Located in the Castilla La Mancha region of south central
Spain, the property contains over 19,000 olive producing trees and
over 34,000 cork producing trees, plus a large area for growing
grain. Forbes says the holding is 32,000 acres.
As of 2014, Grosvenor Group was looking into investments in
residential and mixed use real estate in Madrid and Barcelona,
Spain. Collectively, both branches of The Pilgrims Society have
made astonishing strides towards becoming literally the world’
central landowning committee.
Gerald Grosvenor and the other inner circle Pilgrims Society
members---Mellons, Rockefellers, Windsors, Rothschilds, Astors
and several others---are clutching at the globe with strangling
tentacles, seizing, absorbing, expropriating wealth while the small
folks struggle to survive, and drawn off by false hope radiated
towards them by political contenders who are all in the grip of The
World Money Power---while maintaining facial expressions like that
of an effervescent goblin---

http://www.wealthandwant.com/themes/underpop/duke_westminst
er.htm --“Is it any wonder that, given how there is little or no land value
taxation, the duke has all his many eggs in the land investment
basket? But it’s not just for economic considerations that he could
never contemplate selling his vast acreage, for he has a
philosophical reason for not selling. (Have a bucket ready before
reading the following!) “This is part of my heritage, my birthright. It

is not to do with anything materialistic, but is deeply ingrained.”
Yet that is definitely no longer applicable, that real estate is Gerald’s
sole focus. The following will abundantly prove this contention!

“Investing in food, water and energy businesses for future
generations” is the slogan of The Duke’s Wheatsheaf Group, which
says of itself---

“Wheatsheaf was set up by the Grosvenor Estate in 2012 to invest
into food, energy and water security. Today, we have a growing
portfolio focused on selected themes, all of which are tackling
resource efficiency challenges. Changing patterns of consumption
have put pressure on our planet’s resources, and these pressures
are increasing. Long-term solutions will need to be commercially
viable, which is where Wheatsheaf Group is looking to invest. We
seek effective long-term commercial solutions aligned to our
investment strategy. We are a forward-thinking business drawing on
centuries of experience within the wider Grosvenor group.”
They’re saying they have just as much interest in taking tolls off
feeding the world as in receiving monthly tribute from an almost
inconceivable number of renters, leasers, store operators, and retail
patrons of their enormous interests. We wonder what relationships
Gerald Grosvenor may have with large building contractors,
steelmakers, electrical wiring interests, concrete and so forth. As
you read on you’ll see some of these matters answered to some
extent.

Wheatsheaf has activities in genetic “progress” in beef, fish and
sheep, “increasing efficiency in the animal protein chain” with a
particular emphasis on fish and “innovation in plant breeding and
fertilizer science” (sounds like Monsanto) and “increasing
sophistication in genetic analysis” of meat animals and “to recover,
recycle and reuse resources from waste.” Wheatsheaf is moving into
the energy production and management sphere and says--“We believe that managing energy demand through the development
of energy-efficient technologies is of primary significance. We also
believe that a shift from central energy generation to distributed
energy generation will be essential. It is well documented that a
unit of energy saved at the consumer level translates into much
bigger energy savings at the source level. As a result, there is
increasing demand for a wide spectrum of energy efficiency
technologies for industrial and residential buildings. These include
insulation, smart appliances, and building energy management
software – all of which reduce consumption whilst helping to reduce
carbon emissions. Small-scale, local integrated power generation –
such as combined heat and power, solar or hydro projects – that can

be installed for commercial and residential customers will provide
much of the solution to uncertainty around power supply, and will
help to mitigate against rising fuel costs. New power grids will need
to manage both the delivery and receipt of power generated by
consumers, and will need to be capable of meeting demand at all
times regardless of such input.”
How much of the world electricity market does this inner circle
Pilgrims Society member intend to “seize” and “absorb?” Wheatsheaf
says their portfolio of companies consists of--AKVA Group---Benchmark Holdings---BluWrap--- Cogent
Breeding---David Ball Group---Enterra Feed---Farm Wizard--Gilkes Energy---Grosvenor Farms---Grosvenor Green Energy--Imperial Innovations---Ostara---Tatra Forest---XPV Capital
Corporation---and Zouk Capital LLP.
Of AKVA Group we read--“In February 2015, Wheatsheaf invested in AKVA, the market leading
supplier of equipment and services to the global aquaculture
industry. AKVA has been a leading innovator in aquaculture
equipment for over 40 years and was the first company to market
plastic cages and central feeding systems that are now the industry
standard in modern efficient production of farmed salmon. AKVA
supplies a broad suite of equipment (cages, cameras, sensors,
feeders and barges) and software to sea-based and on-land
recirculating farm systems around the world and across multiple

fish species. Aquaculture production volume has grown faster than
any other meat protein over the last 40 years yet it is still an
industry in its infancy. The farmed salmon industry is the most
mature amongst farmed species yet by volume it is only 4% of global
annual aquaculture production. AKVA’s offering will help not only
the salmon industry to continue to improve its efficiency but also
enable the development of sustainable farming systems for many
other species around the globe. 800% more edible meat is
produced from a salmon farm than a beef ranch per tonne of feed.”

Want some salmon for supper? Sure, just buy some from this
Pilgrims Society member who like so many others, has his wealth
“seizing” hands in your pockets!
Of Benchmark Holdings we read---

Benchmark Holdings was formed in 2000 to develop solutions for
animal health, food, agriculture and aquaculture businesses.
Wheatsheaf originally invested into Benchmark in 2013, sharing in
the company’s vision about the need to build profitable businesses
based upon the growing need to create a sustainable future for
global food production. Benchmark's activities include diagnostic
services related to fish health, animal vaccines and treatments,
salmon genetics and consulting work on sustainable farming, which
it supports through online news, information and training products
on different types of agriculture. 500 million salmon per year are
saved with Benchmark’s sea lice treatment.”
This is a whiff of Monsanto! While The Pilgrims New York has
Monsanto, The Pilgrims London has counterparts to it!

Of BluWrap we read--“In October 2014, Wheatsheaf invested in BluWrap, a fresh food
logistics company headquartered in San Francisco with operations in
Chile. BluWrap uses fuel cell technology to create and maintain a
minimal oxygen atmosphere that extends the shelf life of fresh
proteins. This breakthrough technology allows suppliers of fresh

protein products to ship by ocean rather than air freight whilst still
delivering fresh, high quality products to customers. The twin
benefit of reduced costs and a significant reduction in the carbon
footprint offers a compelling proposition. 99% reduction of CO2
emissions using BluWrap technology compared to the costly
alternative of air freight.”
And--“We’re extremely excited that Wheatsheaf has seen the potential in
BluWrap’s technology to challenge the status quo in the fresh
protein logistics supply chain and reduce the its harmful impact on
our environment. Wheatsheaf’s goal of investing in and developing
businesses that will contribute solutions towards meeting the
growing global demand for food, water and energy in the face of a
rapidly changing world population, is perfectly in line with BluWrap’s
vision of revolutionizing the way fresh proteins are transported
around the world.”

Of Cogent Breeding we read--Cogent Breeding was founded by the Grosvenor Estate in 1995, and
has grown to become the UK’s largest bull stud. Cogent is the
leading exponent of sexed semen technology, exporting products to
more than 40 countries around the world. Through its breeding
programmes, the application of its pioneering sexed semen
technology and its complete fertility management service, Cogent
specializes in improving the efficiency of dairy and beef production
systems.”

Of the David Ball Group we read--“In February 2015, Wheatsheaf invested into David Ball Group, a
leading and innovative UK based manufacturer and supplier of
cement admixture products and ultra-low carbon, cement free

concrete. 5 to 7% of all manmade CO2 emissions is generated by
use of Portland cement. David Ball Group, based in Cambridge in
the UK, has a 130 year legacy of materials innovation dedicated to
the advancement of quality, sustainability and performance in the
construction industry. Its PUDLO product is a technically advanced
concrete waterproofing system. The company’s new product,
CEMFREE, is a ground breaking cement replacement technology
enabling the production of structural concrete without the need for
Portland cement, a constituent of traditional concrete.”
Will “His Grace” The Duke of Westminster, Pilgrims Society inner
circle member, become the worldwide kingpin of concrete for
construction?

They’ve been selling this product for decades---

Of Enterra Feed, a Wheatsheaf holding, we read this--“In September 2014, Wheatsheaf invested in Enterra Feed
Corporation, a British Columbia-based company that has developed
a process that imitates nature to transform high-nutrient, preconsumer food waste into protein, natural oil and fertilizer.
Enterra’s proprietary bio-conversion process uses larvae of the
Black Soldier Fly to recycle nutrients from pre-consumer food waste.
This organic waste, diverted from food retailers, distributors and
processors, would otherwise be lost to landfills or used in
composting operations, with considerable loss in complex food
nutrients. The fully grown larvae are harvested and processed into
high-value protein and oils which are proven substitutes for
resource-intensive feed ingredients, such as fishmeal, poultry meal
and soybean meal. The bio-conversion process also creates an

organic natural fertilizer with natural pesticide qualities. The
hatchery contains 8 million black soldier flies.”

Brad Marchant, CEO of Enterra, added--“Enterra has developed game-changing technology for world food

supply. With the recent investment by Wheatsheaf, Enterra is now
ramping up production capacity at its new Langley farm operation
near Vancouver, with production expected to reach 100 tonnes of
food waste processed daily. In cooperation with Wheatsheaf we are
now considering a further expansion at the Langley site in 2015 as
well as joint venture opportunities in Canada, the US and Europe.”
Of the black soldier fly, Enterra boasts--“The black soldier fly (BSF), or Hermetia illucens, is a local beneficial
insect that can be found all over North America and around the
world. The adult black soldier fly does not eat, sting or bite — which
means it’s not a pest or a vector for disease. All it does as an adult
is mate and reproduce. The females lay eggs that hatch into larvae
which naturally feed on decaying organic matter. BSF larvae are
voracious eaters as they need to store enough energy to sustain the
entire adult stage of their lifecycle. At Enterra, we feed preconsumer waste food to BSF larvae under controlled conditions.
These indigenous insects then do what comes naturally – they
rapidly transform the waste nutrients into protein and fat. After a
14-day feeding cycle, the larvae are harvested and processed into

sustainable animal feed ingredients. The larvae also produce an
organic natural fertilizer that is rich in nutrients and beneficial
microbes.”
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Is The Duke of Westminster trying to “out-Monsanto,” Monsanto?
The 1973 sci-fi film of the future, “Soylent Green” starring Chuck
Connors and Charlton Heston, was about the government solving
the food crisis by processing newly deceased folks into “feed” for
the masses---

World citizens, eat your kibble!

Of Farm Wizard we read--“In February 2015, Wheatsheaf invested in Farm Wizard, a webbased livestock management business headquartered in Belfast.
Farm Wizard is the leading provider of agricultural cloud-based
software for the effective management of farm resources. Software
platforms and mobile apps have been developed for beef, dairy and
sheep farmers which seek to drive efficiency and enhance value
through improved information flow. The combination of Cogent, as
the UK's largest bull stud and leading exponent of sexed semen,
and Farm Wizard’s leading software, will facilitate the development
of increasingly compelling products and services to improve the
efficiency of dairy and beef production systems.”

Terry Canning, managing director of Farm Wizard, whose system is
now managing over two million farm animals, adds---

“Wheatsheaf has a clear vision for how technology is going to help
feed the world’s growing population and I am delighted that Farm
Wizard is going to play a part making that a reality.”

http://www.farmwizard.co.uk/

On Gilkes Energy we find this--“Gilbert Gilkes & Gordon Ltd has been supplying turbines to
generate energy from water since 1853, and Wheatsheaf invested
into their hydro-development business in 2012. Gilkes Energy was
formed to help clients develop and finance hydro projects and to
focus on joint ventures with landowners. To date, Gilkes Energy has
helped many landowners fund and develop hydro projects, ranging

from 500kW to 2MW. In 1895, Gilbert Gilkes & Gordon provided a
turbine to Queen Victoria to provide light at Balmoral Castle. The
Grosvenor Estate also has history of hydro-electric schemes, with its
earliest turbine installed on the Reay Forest Estate in Scotland in the
1920s.”
Grosvenor’s approximately 100,000 acre estate in Scotland
“contains no less than three mountains.” More like, big hills of
several thousand feet in altitude.
http://www.gilkesenergy.com/

Their HQ is in Glasgow---

We read this about Wheatsheaf’s holding, Grosvenor Farms--“Formed in 1974 and covering 6,000 acres in Cheshire, Grosvenor
Farms is one of the largest farms in the UK. It is home to 1,400
dairy cows and grows 4,500 acres of arable crops. New state of the
art dairy facilities opened in November 2014 incorporating the best
animal health and welfare technology and standards. The farm aims
to be in the top 1% of most efficient milk producers in the UK. 16
million litres of milk are produced each year by the farm.”
However a story, “Dairy Duke’s Cows Never See Daylight” remarked-“The Duke of Westminster has sparked controversy by setting up an
American-style “super-mechanized” farm where dairy cows are kept
indoors 24 hours a day, 52 weeks a year. The multimillion-pound
“zero-grazing” dairy unit was opened at Grosvenor Farms — Tesco’s

largest UK milk supplier — near the duke’s Eaton Hall stately home
in Cheshire, last month. Up to 800 of his 1,400-strong herd live in
two large sheds with individual sleeping cubicles 14ft by 4ft. They
never go out to graze and are milked on a circular, rotating walkon, walk-off platform. Animal welfare groups, campaigning against
an increase in large American-style mechanized farms in the UK,
criticized the move, claiming it was “cruel” and harmful to the cows’
health.”

Since The Duke aims to squeeze every scintilla of profit from his
breathtakingly vast holdings, we may assume that his dairy herd is
being “juiced” with bovine growth hormone. Naturally he and his
family will be drinking all natural milk from cows that graze on nonchemical sprayed grass. Toxins are for the serfs, churls and
common folk! Veterinary administration of these hormones literally
causes cows to be or sense pregnancy so they can generate more
milk and do it for ten out of twelve months! These carry over and
cause health issues in humans, enriching Big Hospitals and Big
Pharma controlled by Pilgrims Society members. Absolutely the
conspiracy against the public health and wealth is that profound. If
you can’t avoid these added hormones, consider taking calcium Dglucarate daily for detoxification.

Of Grosvenor Green Energy the Wheatsheaf site says--“Grosvenor Green Energy is a holding company for the Grosvenor
Estate’s hydro-electric energy generation assets. The Grosvenor
Estate has been generating electricity from a single Gilkes hydro
power for more than 90 years, and indeed provides electricity for
the village of Kylestrome in Scotland through its scheme on the Reay
Forest estate. 90+ years of generating hydro power from a single
Gilkes turbine.”

Imperial Innovations, another Wheatsheaf holding, says this--“Imperial Innovations Group plc creates, builds and invests in
pioneering technologies developed from the academic research
within the ‘Golden Triangle’ of London, Cambridge and Oxford as
well as other leading research institutions. Imperial Innovations

supports scientists and entrepreneurs in the commercialization of
their ideas through the licensing of intellectual property by--leading the formation of new companies---providing investment
and encouraging co-investment and recruiting high caliber
management teams. 1,400,000,000 pounds sterling research
funding received each year by the universities we focus on (Imperial,
Oxford, Cambridge and University College of London.)”
This is more confirmation that super capitalists, the monopolistic
variety, have entire battalions of kept scientists and researchers
finding new processes and creating new devices and modalities,
which are then patented for income accrual to their overlords like
Gerald Grosvenor. This they admit though less bluntly--“We are a technology commercialization company, combining the
activities of technology transfer, intellectual property licensing and
protection, company incubation and investment. We are focused on
the commercialization of the most promising opportunities from a
broad range of technology sectors, with particular expertise in
therapeutics, medtech, engineering & materials and ICT.”
Apparently the devil’s own potions---pharmaceuticals---are high
atop their priority scale.
Their notion of innovation---

Ostara is another Wheatsheaf holding and like Enterra Feed, is based
in Vancouver Canada--“In April 2013, Wheatsheaf invested in Ostara, a Vancouver-based
nutrient recovery business. Phosphorus is essential to life and a
finite global resource--- predicted pressures on its future supply is
a worrying trend. Ostara has developed a process to recover
phosphorus from waste water. It turns this recovered phosphorus
into a slow-release fertilizer that is more efficient and less polluting
than mainstream alternatives. The company's proprietary
technology is called the Pearl® Process, recovering otherwise
polluting nutrients, phosphorus and nitrogen, from municipal and
industrial water streams. Its transformation into a slow release, ecofriendly fertilizer is marketed as Crystal Green®. The process helps
wastewater treatment plants reduce treatment costs and meet
increasingly stringent discharge limits, while Crystal Green’s
efficient Plant-Activated™ mode-of-action improves crop yield
using less nutrients.”
Ostara’s CEO added---

“Ostara shares the Wheatsheaf vision as an organization committed
to changing the way we think and act upon energy, water and
resource sustainability.”
“From the sewer to the farm, via Ostara” says this link.
This word Ostara is an olden “wiccan” or druid word meaning
ancient spring festivals.

Tatra Forest holding of Wheatsheaf has this description---

“In 2012, Wheatsheaf invested into Tatra, located in Northern
Slovakia. Tatra is an organic farm focused on the production of milk,
cheese and herbs – both culinary and medicinal. It also operates a
ground-breaking composting operation. Through good ecological
management involving the use of manure, composting, appropriate
crop rotation and proper cultivation, the original micro-organic life
is returning to Tatra’s soil. As a consequence, Tatra is achieving
yields comparable to conventional farming. 2.1 million litres of
organic milk exported by Tatra per year.”
Organic? Are we certain? What about bovine growth hormones (and
other concerns) like how can Gerald Grosvenor possibly be trusted?
The figurehead CEO, Lubomir Kruzliak, completely under Gerald
Grosvenor’s huge thumb, adds--“I never believed that nature has such an amazing regenerative
ability. Even after decades of it being harmed by herbicides,
pesticides and insecticides, in less than five years, we managed to
bring it back to its original state with the help of Wheatsheaf.
Thanks to this experience I believe that it is not too late to build a
healthy and sustainable agriculture.”

XPV Capital Corporation, still another Wheatsheaf holding, features
this intro--“Grosvenor Estate invested into XPV Capital in 2014 and Wheatsheaf
manages this investment on behalf of the Grosvenor Estate. The
Canadian investment company partners with emerging water
companies around the world, investing in technologies or waterrelated businesses that address ways in which we produce, manage
and use water. In addition to traditional applications, water
technologies and innovations can improve a wide variety of
processes, such as semi-conductor manufacturing, heating and
cooling of buildings, oil and gas production, food processing and
many others. 200 million litres of water needed per second to grow
food for the planet.”
Sure, Gerald Grosvenor is interested in agriculture, but how does he
balance this with his obvious military interests, seen earlier? The
more people are killed in Pilgrims Society arranged conflicts, or
conflicts they simply capitalize on, the fewer mouths to feed, and
the less he makes from agriculture. Ahh, the dilemmas of being a
member of history’s runaway most powerful influence network! XPV
owns investments in seven corporations.
http://www.xpvcapital.com/

XPV is at 266 King Street West in Toronto Canada---

The final entity in the Wheatsheaf list of holdings is Zouk Capital
Limited--“Wheatsheaf has developed a strategic partnership with Zouk, a
leading investor in European clean technology and renewable energy
infrastructure. In September 2014, Zouk announced its second
infrastructure fund of €220 million, dedicated to investments such
as waste-to-energy, geothermal, biomass, energy storage, energy
efficiency and small-scale distributed energy across Europe.”

A Mr. Salty (yes) the CEO of Zouk Capital based in London with an
office in Singapore, added--“Our investment strategy facilitates the construction of renewable
generative facilities by bridging the funding gap between developers
and long-term final acquirers of infrastructure assets.”

100 Brompton Road is Zouk HQ---

This Wheatsheaf division, a large holding company in itself, yet just
a subset of the gargantuan Grosvenor interests is at 70 Grosvenor
Street London---

THE CITY OF WESTMINSTER--Let’s cast a cursory glance at the City of Westminster in London,
which is the namesake of Gerald Grosvenor, the Duke of
Westminster. No, he isn’t the sole landowner. He’s absolutely the
extremely dominant landowner in the Mayfair and Belgravia subdistricts of the City of Westminster, which itself slightly pre-dates
the Norman conquest of England in AD 1066. It’s very likely that in
this region there are up to a few dozen other members of The
Pilgrims, and some of them may be Gerald’s lieutenants. What
Gerald doesn’t own is likely dominated by a garish assortment of
other Pilgrims Society members, all with freakish influence, though
well below his size, possibly excepting the Royals. The region is
said to have 233,292 residents as of 2014. Map shows greater

metropolitan London and in red, the City of Westminster, which is
governed by a city council. It actually has 32 sub-districts---

“The City of Westminster is home to a large number of companies.
Many leading global corporations have chosen to establish their
global or European headquarters in the City of Westminster. Mayfair
and St. James's within the City of Westminster also have a large
concentration of hedge fund and private equity funds.”
Victoria Street in the City of Westminster is partially within The
Duke’s holdings.
“In his tract of Mayfair, land values are in the stratosphere.”
Some of the well known names with top or subsidiary HQ’s in
Westminster include---British Broadcasting Corporation---British
Petroleum---Rio Tinto Group (RTZ) ---Rolls Royce---Northrop
Grumman---Economist Group---British American Tobacco--Korean Airlines---Astra Zeneca Pharmaceuticals (world HQ) and
others. Number 10 Downing Street, executive seat of the British

Government, is in the City of Westminster. I wonder if in some
instances Gerald Grosvenor informs a corporate tenant of his like
Astra Zeneca, that he wants stock options on their shares in lieu of a
certain amount of lease payments.

It allegedly means “Lord watch over the city”---

City of Westminster College has around 7,000 students---

The University of Westminster, tracing to 1838, has about 25,000
students---

In a review of The City of Westminster, we should mention the world
famous Westminster Abbey. In the year 1245 AD, on orders of King
Henry III of England, construction began of what became the
modern building. However, religious services transpired here long
before then, as both King Harold II, the last Saxon King of England,

and his successor who defeated him at the Battle of Hastings, in
1066 AD, William the Conqueror, had their coronation ceremonies
on this site. Since the year 1100, sixteen Royal marriages
profoundly affecting medieval and modern history, have taken place
on this fabled site. Until Henry VIII imposed direct Royal control in
AD 1539, this was a Roman Catholic managed church. Under Queen
Mary I of England (reign 1553-1558), Catholic control was briefly
restored and she was nicknamed “Bloody Mary” for her executions of
Protestants. At least 283 victims are known to have been burned
alive due to her orders in sympathy with the Pope of Rome! Yes,
this is the origin of the term for a particular alcoholic drink! The
burning deaths included Thomas Cranmer, Archbishop of
Canterbury, who had been forced to watch his associates roasted to
cinders in Queen Mary’s screaming human bonfires. Over 800 high
profile Protestants chose exile to execution under her Heresy Act. It
was ironic that she restored Catholic control, as the Vatican’s all
time historical arch-opponent, King Henry VIII was her father, but
her mother was Catherine of Aragon, from Catholic Spain. She died
in 1558 allegedly of influenza before her 43rd birthday though
rumors of poisoning have persisted for centuries. Immediately upon
her death, the Monarchy reverted to Protestant Anglicanism, and in
the past 457 years, hasn’t been derailed off that course for a split
second. I am of the opinion that her death was by poisoning and
not by natural causes, though you can guess who’d have a motive to
make it seem natural.

Today, the Reverend John R. Hall, Anglican Dean of Westminster
Abbey, being among the highest officials of the Church of England, I
regard as almost certainly a member of The Pilgrims Society London.
Previously he supervised over 5,000 (five thousand) Church of
England affiliated educational institutions. Westminster Abbey,
easily among the world’s most magnificent buildings, contains a
memorial to Hugh Grosvenor, an earlier Duke of Westminster.

In the city of Chester, England, founded in 1541, which is one of the
Grosvenor strongholds away from London, there’s a Grosvenor Club
built during 1881-1883---

Also in Chester we notice the Grosvenor Rowing Club (founded
1869) apparently as a gesture of fake benevolence towards the
small folks (possibly family employees) ---we see mention of
“clerks and assistants”---

There’s a Grosvenor Rugby Club founded in 1953 in Ulster,
Northern Ireland. It appears to be for ordinary souls, but the name
shows how widespread the family influence is---

http://www.grosvenor-contracts.co.uk/ --At Kettering in Northamptonshire England---car leasing, fleet
management, business and government fleets. I don’t know if The
Duke owns it or holds an interest, or if it’s just another knock-off
on his historic title---

Lots of major London addresses are in areas The Duke owns or has
name association with him. We’ll review an abbreviated list starting
below. Note the difference between Grosvenor Place and Grosvenor
Street.
Number 1-5 Grosvenor Place is the immense showpiece structure in
the Belgravia district of central London---

1-5 (One To Five) Grosvenor Place in London, other view (large
hotel) ---

11 Grosvenor Place has companies active in satellite
communications, capital investments, fund and asset management,
commodities trading, food production, neuroscience telemedicine,
unreported other, and the King Saud Foundation has an office
there---

Number 33 Grosvenor Place---

33 Grosvenor Place is now the London address of the Cleveland
Clinic (founded 1921). Their site returned 133 hits for the term
“vaccine.” A current Cleveland Clinic trustee who is a prospective
member of The Pilgrims is William R. Timken Jr., former Ambassador

to the Federal Republic of Germany, interests in major industrial
Timken Company---

This sprawling, outsized building contains entities dealing in
securities, holding companies, building construction contractors,
petroleum, wind power generation, banking, natural gas,
unspecified---

Number 6 Grosvenor Street London has offices for fund
management, investments, film making, insurance, and
unclassified---

The Daily Mail (London), May 27, 2015, reported a judge ordering
40 squatters to leave the historic building at number 16 Grosvenor
Street, having entered before a renovation was to start. Two of the

evictees held up a large sign reading “No more deaths on our
streets.”

21-22 Grosvenor Street---Samena Capital Management and Baer
Capital Partners have offices here. SAMENA stands for “the Indian
Subcontinent, Asia, Middle East and North Africa – a region
collectively known as SAMENA.” The investment firm is said to have
only 48 shareholders and to manage assets of over $800 million.
Its principals include an Indian and others from Qatar, Saudi Arabia,
United Arab Emirates and Oman, another Persian Gulf oil country.
They have their hands in the ghastly pharmaceutical pie. Michael
Baer, founder of Baer Capital Partners, is very prospective as a
member of The Pilgrims---it has many investments ranging to $200
million---

Number 28 Grosvenor Street London has offices of Fresnillo
Management Services (the name is suggestive of a major Mexican
silver mine; even Bloomberg doesn’t get specific) and others in
media, retail management, unspecified “world projects,” finance and
unspecified---

33 Grosvenor Street---

Number 35 Grosvenor Street London--- ocean freight, finance,
hospital management, supermarkets, automobile dealership
management, recycling, energy, hotels, other---

Number 43 Grosvenor Street London formerly had a tenant with the
name Du Pont. Other tenants show activity in finance, oil and gas,
real estate, artworks, home building, golf course operations and
others---

Number 46 Grosvenor Street London is the HQ of Killick & Company,
which has talent from such other entities as Barclays, and deals in
“investments which play to key global themes”---The Pilgrims
London 1914 roster shows a member of the Speyer banking family--Bart is short for “Baronet,” a title. As of that time, Edgar Speyer
resided at 46 Grosvenor Street. He died in 1932 and isn’t in The
Pilgrims London 1924 roster. It’s a long story, but in December
1921 King George V removed Speyer from membership in the Privy
Council, an inner circle of top advisers to the Crown. Apparently
Speyer was also at that time struck from The Pilgrims membership,
and is to date the only such example of which I am aware. Edgar
Speyer’s British citizenship was even revoked. Mind you, the
Speyers were long associated with the Rothschilds. This again
suggests the Windsors are the top family in the world globalist
movement and have working control over The Pilgrims Society. Yes,
their landholdings, which in many cases would consist of

undeveloped areas are much larger than those of Gerald Grosvenor!
Speyer assisted Charles T. Yerkes, Pilgrims Society, in forming the
Underground Electric Railways Company of London, which
succeeded in freezing out another Pilgrims Society member, the
original John Pierpont Morgan, from that piece of the action! Yerkes
was a dominant figure in Chicago business and was a charter
member of The Pilgrims in 1903. James Speyer, probably a nephew,
was in The Pilgrims 1940.

49 Grosvenor Street is HQ for Aerium Investments, a real estate
operation with over 6 billion Euros of mainland European holdings.
Its CEO came from W.P. Carey & Company, a New York real estate
mega-giant, though certainly much smaller than Grosvenor Group.
William Polk Carey was a member of The Pilgrims Society and we
describe him and the operation he ran and some associates in Silver
Squelchers #14 pages 2-3 also see here.

At 50 Grosvenor Street in Mayfair is a Lloyd’s Bank branch---

55 Grosvenor Street---United Utilities PLC occupies an entire floor--it has 5,300 employees and is the largest publicly traded water
provider in the United Kingdom---

Barclays Private Bank has a branch at 59 Grosvenor Street in
London--- It also contains offices of companies in executive search,
apartment building, commodities trading, venture capital, law firms,
capital investment and others---

Broadbent House London at 65 Grosvenor Street and is the HQ of
Silver Lake, “the global leader in technology investing” which has
execs from Morgan Stanley, Lazard & Company and so on---Silver
Lake has over $26 billion in investments under management---not
only is Gerald Cavendish Grosvenor in the stratosphere (or
exosphere), he also rents to others who are also high in the
firmament---

69 Grosvenor Street is a townhome---

73 Grosvenor Street---

Number 77 Grosvenor Street London has offices of interests based
in oil wealthy Qatar and there are others such in Grosvenor
buildings---The Duke has persuaded sizeable Middle Eastern
investment in London, undoubtedly so the worth of his massive
holdings can be propelled ever higher---

Number 84 Grosvenor Street London appears to be occupied entirely
or primarily by Cerberus Capital Management, with $30 billion in
assets, it owns Safeway and Albertsons among other well known
business concerns---Cerberus is the mythological name of the
three headed dog that guarded the gates of hell---John Snow,
former U.S. Treasury Secretary, is a Cerberus official and highly
likely member of The Pilgrims Society---

There’s a Belgravia Residents Association in the Belgravia region,
largely owned by Gerald Grosvenor---

There is also predictably, a Residents Society of Mayfair & St. James
as a counterpart to the Belgravia Residents Association, and
Grosvenor is easily the dominant property owner in Mayfair. Saint
James is a bordering area, and he may well have fastened a grasp
there also.

37-38 Upper Grosvenor Street in the Mayfair district of London is a
mansion of 15,864 square feet as of April 2013 was listed at 60
million British pounds (USA equivalent ---

A different mansion on Upper Grosvenor Street listed for less, about
$22 million in US dollar equivalent---

Number 20 Grosvenor Hill has 22,000 square feet
& houses a very expensive art gallery--“Gagosian” Art Gallery, with 16 offices in
8 countries and features art by a Vanderbilt relative---

The Clubhouse London is at 50 Grosvenor Hill---

Grosvenor Court is at 99 Sloane Street in Belgravia---

Montrose Place is a subset of the Belgravia district. A “flat” there
had a price of 16,750,000 pounds sterling. Grosvenor Group has a
50/50 joint venture partner called Native Land in number 10
Montrose Place of which we read--“Immediately to the east of Belgrave Square, 10 Montrose Place is
one of ultra prime London’s most exclusive addresses. This
discreet, contemporary development comprises 18 large lateral
apartments within two blocks centered around a colonnade and
reception area that look out over a private, landscaped courtyard.”
Apartment number 17 at Ten Montrose Place is reckoned to be
worth 24,970,000 pounds sterling. Number 14 has a price
valuation of 18,898,000 pounds sterling. Number 11 has a price
tag of 11,284,690 pounds sterling. Apartment 9 is 15,500,000
pounds sterling (as this is written, that’s $23,725,000 in USD terms

at 1.53 X). We could drag this out but you get the picture. Gerald
Grosvenor doesn’t deal with small-fry. This site claims that
Montrose Place has a total of 55 homes, meaning that 18 are at
Number 10 Montrose Place. I didn’t think it looked that pricey but it
is---

Bathurst House, 12 Belgrave Square---

17 Belgrave Square houses the Royal College of Psychiatrists!
Founded in 1841, ask any member---investigating The Pilgrims
Society and Gerald Grosvenor demonstrates “mental illness”--They work big time with Pilgrims owned Pharma companies---

Home prices here top $100 million UDS!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Belgrave_Square --The Embassy of Romania has an office at 1 Belgrave Square. The
Embassy of Syria is at 8 Belgrave Square. 11-A Belgrave Square is
the residence of the Ambassador of Kuwait. The Embassy of
Portugal is at 11-12 Belgrave Square. The High Commission of
Ghana (Africa) is at 13 Belgrave Square. The Society of the Chemical
Industry (silver users) is at 13-14 Belgrave Square. The Country
Land & Business Association is at 16 Belgrave Square. The official
residence of the Austrian Ambassador is at 18 Belgrave Square. The
High Commission of Brunei is at 19-20 Belgrave Square. The
German Embassy is at 21-23 Belgrave Square. The Spanish
Embassy is at 24 Belgrave Square. The Royal Norwegian Embassy is
at 25 Belgrave Square. 28 Belgrave Square houses the Serbian
Embassy. The Embassy of Bahrain is at 30 Belgrave Square. The
Caledonian Club is at the corner of Belgrave Square. 39 Belgrave
Street houses the Italian Cultural Institute (please don’t interpret
this as meaning that “the Pope tells the Duke of Westminster what to
do,” Gerald is a member of the Anglican Church of England!) The

Trinidad & Tobago High Commission is at 42 Belgrave Square. 43
Belgrave Square houses the Turkish Embassy. 45 Belgrave Square
houses the Malaysian High Commission. The Meridian Group is at
49 Belgrave Square, and the official residence of the Ambassador of
Mexico to the United Kingdom is at 48 Belgrave Square. Gerald
Grosvenor (Pilgrims Society inner circle) towers like the titan he is
over Belgrade Square http://www.historicengland.org.uk/listing
Seaford House houses the Royal College of Defence
Studies. It faces Belgrave Square---

30-31 Belgrave Square---

47 Belgrave Square---

49 Belgrave Square---residence of the

Ambassador of Argentina to the UK---

Chester Square is another address owned by Grosvenor’s holding
company. It was planned in 1828 and work started in 1832. During
1940 to 1945, Queen Wilhelmina of the Netherlands resided at 77
Chester Square.

Number 74 Chester Square in Belgravia is listed at 23,995,000
pounds sterling---around $36 million. For that sum it’s a mere
6,291 square feet! Mary Shelley, author of “Frankenstein,” was once
a resident at 24 Chester Square.
Chester Street, a different street from Chester Square, features this
large structure at number 33---

Wilton Crescent is another street in Grosvenor’s Belgravia district. A
2014 mansion sold on Wilton Crescent for 32 million pounds
sterling.’
Number 12 Wilton Crescent---

Number 23 Wilton Crescent---

Number 33 Wilton Crescent---

Is this Pilgrims Society member worried about hellfire? Does he
rattle before he strikes? Does he avoid relationships in which
money doesn’t give him the upper hand? Could he be bribed to
cough up current rosters for The Pilgrims Society? No, $25,000 is
only another drop in his Pacific Ocean---let’s not omit to mention
he owns the United Kingdom’s largest bull stud operation---is he
perturbed thinking about fellow Pilgrims members like the Astors

and Windsors---who (IMO) both hold a larger real estate fortune
than his? ---

48 Upper Grosvenor Street is priced at 16,982,000 British pounds
(over $25 million USD) and features four (4) large bedrooms---

77 South Audley Street contains luxury residences---the street is of
course named for Hugh Audley, who we reviewed early on in Gerald
Grosvenor’s profile, as being the main origin of the Grosvenor
fortune of today---

The Audley Pub and restaurant at 41-43 Mount Street in Mayfair--“The Audley was established in 1730 as The Bricklayers Arms and
was rebuilt in 1888 on the instructions of the Duke of Westminster,
who oversaw the redevelopment and transformation of Mount
Street.”

130 Mount Street contains an
Oscar De La Renta store---

Inside view---

The Audley Hotel

Number One Mayfair is actually located on North Audley Street.
This is another in the filibuster long list of Grosvenor Group
holdings---

The Beaumont Hotel in Mayfair is another Grosvenor Group interest--

Interior view---

Thomas Goode Tableware founded in 1827 by a merchant dealing in
porcelain, china, glassware and sterling silver table sets,

merchandise that came over the fabled “Silk Road” as trade goods
from China and the Far East, and inevitably had connections to the
British opium “business” perhaps indirectly, is located at 17-22
South Audley Street in Mayfair. As a jewelry and silversmith user of
silver, they’d be against silver as money and opposed to a higher
price for silver miners--- “Thomas Goode is a china, silverware and
glass shop at 19 South Audley Street in Mayfair, London. It has
been described as "the ultimate shopping experience for your
selection of china, glassware [or] silver" and holds two royal
warrants to supply the British royal household, one from Queen
Elizabeth II and the other from the Prince of Wales.”

http://powerbase.info/index.php/Grosvenor_Gardens --“Grosvenor Gardens, not far from Victoria tube, London is home to a
large concentration of Climate Change, Energy and Carbon (trading
and offsetting particularly) related organisations, lobby groups and
businesses. Some of these share boardroom connections and have
swapped chairs and other staff over the years. Others share offices
and addresses. A number of parliament-related organisations are
also housed here, giving lobby groups close geographic access to
powerful political figures.”
Grosvenor Gardens is in the Belgravia area of central London.
It also has expensive residences, as this one listed at 4,797,000
British pounds (around $7.2 million USD).

46-48 Grosvenor Gardens is HQ for Skye Pharma which is in the
vaccine business and has a USD market cap around $570 million--as of 2013, Skye Pharma and another entity were accused of
colluding to hinder access to lower cost generic drug competition--

Number 52 Grosvenor Gardens has companies dealing in retail,
dermatological treatments, indoor ski slopes, prepaid payment
technology for the financial services industry, travel and hospitality
industries, media, financial markets commentary, a group called
Mall People Ltd., an employment agency providing serfs to the
Dukes, Earls and so forth that own the mega-developments, care
facilities, investments, petroleum consultants, laser printers, others,
unspecified.

33 Davies Street, another Grosvenor holding and that street is
named after Mary Davies, one of Gerald Grosvenor’s most important
antecedents---

65 Davies Street, yet another Grosvenor holding has 63,000 square
feet of office space---

Grosvenor Group in fact has real estate holdings---residential and
commercial---in no fewer than seventy (70) cities. We reviewed
only a choice sampling---it was in no way comprehensive! What
was the line from “Forbidden Planet” (1956) ---“Prepare your minds
for a new scale of magnitude!”
Let’s review some Grosvenor Group officials beginning with Norman
Lyle (Order of the British Empire) ---but prefacing the review with a
quotation from
http://www.wealthandwant.com/themes/underpop/duke_westminst
er.htm ---

“He has his underlings collect and bank his rent.”
“Norman was appointed to the Grosvenor Asia Pacific Board In
November 2008. He is a Non-Executive Director of Msheireb
Properties and Lei Shing Hong Limited, and is also Supervisor of
Standard Chartered Banks in China and Taiwan. He was Group
Finance Director of Jardine Matheson Holdings Ltd until his
retirement in 2005 and, prior to this, worked for Zeneca Group Plc
and ICI Plc where he was Group Treasurer and worked in the UK,
Kenya and Malaysia.”
Their HQ is in the Tornado Tower in Doha, Qatar---

Major dealer in premium automobiles across Asia and deals in
bulldozers, mining machinery, forest products, fertilizer, financial
services and other---

Sir John Peace, chairman of Standard Chartered Bank in London with
90,000 plus employees in almost 100 countries, is certain to be a
member of The Pilgrims London---

Jardine Matheson had 2013 revenue of $61.38 billion in USD terms.
Founded in 1832, it dealt mainly in opium for hard silver in China,
but also in tea and cotton. In fact, they are still today so bold about
their hellish history that they use the image of an opium poppy in
their corporate logo! It diversified into insurance, shipping, railways
and breweries. Today it deals in luxury automobiles, real estate
development, holds extensive Indonesian agricultural interests, is
active in other areas (use your imagination) and owns the huge
Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group. The Keswicks (Scottish family) have
long been the dominant faction in Jardine Matheson, and have had
plenty of representation in The Pilgrims Society London. There are
four (4) Keswicks on the board of this EVIL company, and all four are

probable as members of The Pilgrims Society London, plus Lord
Leach of Fairford and even more so Lord Sassoon, of an old Persian
dynasty whose lineage intersected with that of the Rothschilds
(Pilgrims Society) generations ago. Jardine Matheson is one of the
world’s DIRTIEST companies, right up there with Monsanto (Pilgrims
Society). The Keswicks may even be in The Pilgrims inner circle but
if not, are very likely standing with one foot in it and the other in the
high mid-circle---Adam Keswick was with N.M. Rothschild, linking
two huge dynasties---three, counting the disquietingly large
Sassoons---that the Keswicks, Rothschilds and Sassoons would
have connections to the Grosvenors is to be expected in the high
galaxy of Pilgrims Society world finance---

Zeneca was a UK based multinational pharmaceutical company.
Notice that Lyle was with ICI, Imperial Chemical Industries. ICI
merged with Zeneca in 1993 and in 1999 the Swedish giant drug
maker, Astra, merged with Astra Zeneca, today based in London and
as of 2014 reported 50,000 employees and $27 billion USD
revenues. Astra Zeneca makes vaccines (of course) and has had an
$100 billion merger offer from Pfizer, a USA based Pilgrims Society
giant. Astra Zeneca gets its share of lawsuits over its hellish
“medications.” Since as we saw earlier, the Grosvenors were part of

the Far East opium business at least as of 1782, and here we have a
Grosvenor Group official, Norman Lyle, from a major Pharma
corporation, we must ask the inevitable question---did profits from
the Chinese opium business go to fund some Pharma start-ups
generations ago? Christopher Pratt another high exec in Gerald
Grosvenor’s giant empire was until recently a director of HSBC--Hong Kong & Shanghai Bank, the old British opium bank for China!
Gerald Grosvenor---what do you know about the history of opium?
Pratt was also a director of Air China from 2006 to 2014 and is a
Knight of the British Empire.

Domenico Siniscalco of the Grosvenor board was with Morgan
Stanley---and he was Treasurer of the nation of Italy. Another
board member has ties to the British Property Federation. Another
was with Goldman Sachs. Other Grosvenor officials hold assorted
positions including chairman of the United Kingdom Urban Land
Institute Sustainability Council and is a member of the Green
Building Council of Australia. Another was with Unilever, Courtaulds
and ICI. Another was with Lehman Brothers and the Reserve Bank of
Australia---their wicked central bank. Grosvenor has another
official with the humorous name, Fenella Gentleman. Grosvenor has
an official who was with Morgan Grenfell, a leading City of London
merchant bank with a long Pilgrims Society history. Still another

Grosvenor exec came from Kleinwort Benson---the interests that
enabled Goldman Sachs entry into London generations ago. Other
Grosvenor execs have in their resumes links to Trizec and other
interests. Trizec was a large property group owned by the
Bronfmans (Seagram’s Whiskey), who were represented in The
Pilgrims by a member of the Cullman family (Philip Morris).

The Kleinworts of London (Pilgrims Society)
Enabled GS entry into world markets---

Created by Lord Leverhulme, Pilgrims Society---

Launched by Edward Grenfell, also known as the 1st Baron St. Just
(Pilgrims Society), Member of Parliament (1922-1935) who was a
Bank of England director (1905 to 1940---his father was a BOE
director (1881-1883)

Let’s have a glance at the Grosvenor Group executive committee,
Gerald Grosvenor’s top subordinates. Andrew Bibby is a director of
Canadian Western Bank and is a former director of the Real Property
Association of Canada. Benjamin Cha, not surprisingly, heads
Grosvenor Asia Pacific. He was a managing director at UBS Global

Asset Management (Union Bank of Switzerland) and was with
Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group. Of Mark Preston we read “Mark
currently holds two Non-Executive Directorships on the Boards of
Persimmon Plc and Sonae Sierra SGPS. He is a Trustee of ULI and
Chairman of the ULI Centre for Sustainability Advisory Board, as well
as being a Trustee for the Westminster Foundation. He is a member
of the Board of The Association of Foreign Investors in Real Estate,
the (University of) Cambridge Land Economy Advisory Board and an
Honorary Vice-President of the Cambridge University Land Society.”
James Raynor “joined Grosvenor in 2004 from The Royal Bank of
Scotland” and “he sits on the INREV Training & Education Committee
and the ULI French Council.” Nicholas Scarles an attorney is “a NonExecutive Director of Sonae Sierra SGPS.” Peter Vernon “is a member
of Peabody's Board, Deputy Chairman of the West End Partnership,
Director of London First and is on the Royal & Sun Alliance London
Regional Board. He was a Commissioner of the independent City
Growth Commission launched by RSA.”
CWB has $22.3 billion Canadian in assets---

This one has seven likely members of The Pilgrims as directors
(Keswick opium trade family, Rothschilds and Warburgs) ---

Persimmon PLC is a homebuilder with 13,509 units built in 2014---

Sonae Sierra is a Portuguese holding company, mainly of shopping
centers but also of telecommunications, software and information
systems. As of 2010 it had 43,270 employees---

The Urban Land Institute in DC is a Pilgrims Society front via Mahlon
Apgar, a member.

The so called West End development is a “ward” of the City of
Westminster and is “one of the most expensive locations in the
world in which to rent office space”

RSA has had over two dozen Pilgrims in its management---

In “The Power of Scale---A Global History Approach” by John Bodley
(Routledge Publishers, 2015) we find on page 132 in the section
titled “The Rise of European Commercial Elites” --“The company implemented worldwide the Grosvenor vision of
shopping centers, commercial skyscrapers, high rises, and industrial
parks in such diverse places as London, Edinburgh, Dublin, Lisbon,

Madrid, Brussels, Brisbane, Singapore, Los Angeles, Pasadena,
Washington D.C., Tampa, and Eugene, Oregon. Few families have
had such a global impact.”
Page 131 mentions--“The Grosvenor family claims descent from a nephew of William the
Conqueror, and like the famous Norman Duke, they created an
enormously successful Imperium based on real estate. Their lands
were held intact thanks to the judicious use of land trusts and
leases and the pattern of eldest sons perpetually inheriting their
fathers estates by means of periodically renewed “entails,” or legal
settlements that effectively prevented fragmentation. The 480 acre
London estate of ancient manors on what was then the outskirts of
London, which the Grosvenors acquired by marriage in 1676,
proved to be a tremendous real estate bonanza for the family.
Much of this land still belongs to the Grosvenor family and is now
located just half a mile west of the world famous landmarks of
Parliament, Westminster Abbey and Buckingham Palace, bordering
Hyde Park and the Thames.”
http://www.grosvenor.com/home/ announced some sort of
business relationship with http://hsrealtyco.com/ which owns
developments in 13 States---

It’s time to take a glance at Gerald Grosvenor’s wife and children.

The Duchess of Westminster---Natalia Ayesha Grosvenor
Descended from Russian nobility and a great grandfather
Who amassed a huge fortune in South African diamonds and gold
Just imagine how much caviar has gone into that grinning pie-hole --

The Duchess is a director of Alex Moulton Bicycles founded in 1962,
which has sales divisions in Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada,
China, Finland, France, Germany, Indonesia, Italy, Malaysia, Mexico,
Singapore, South Korea, Spain, Switzerland, Taiwan, Thailand, the
United Kingdom and the United States---she probably owns the
company, or most of it. Their foreign offices or sales outlets are

probably in Grosvenor owned buildings. Revenue figures appear
undisclosed but it may be in the ten figure range---you’d be
surprised at the price tags on their high end bicycles---up to USD
$24,000 plus! The Grosvenors haven’t thought about offering locks
of their hair or their autographs on E Bay for $10,000 apiece.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natalia_Grosvenor,_Duchess_of_West
minster
“She is the youngest of five children of Lt.-Col. Harold Pedro Joseph
Phillips (1909–1980) and his wife, Georgina Wernher (1919–2011).
Her eldest sister is Alexandra Anastasia Hamilton, Duchess of
Abercorn and another sister is Marita Crawley, who wrote the
libretto for the opera “The Poet and the Tsar” about their greatgreat-great-grandfathers, Alexander Pushkin and Emperor Nicholas
I of Russia. Natalia is one of three godmothers to Prince William,
Duke of Cambridge. Her family has long been close to the British
Royal Family, being distantly related to both Elizabeth II and Prince
Philip, Duke of Edinburgh. They are also descendants, through
non-Catholic marriages, of Sophia, Electress of Hanover, in whose
Protestant descendants is vested the right of succession to the
British throne according to the Act of Settlement 1701.”

It’s no coincidence that the great Manufacturers HANOVER Bank
(since part of JP Morgan Chase) bore the name of the Hanoverian
royalty of Germany, who migrated long ago to England by way of
Royal marriages. Queen Victoria of England (reign 1837-1901)
became known as “the grandmother of Europe” due to marriages of
her children and grandchildren to continental Royals, tying Europe
together! But the “centre” of European power has long since been
London, at least since 1588 when the Spanish Armada’s attempted
invasion failed. A continuing power struggle with the Vatican has
never ceased, with the older power in Rome being knocked back to
distant second. A man with a gravelly voice claiming the Vatican
owns “hundreds of trillions” in worldwide wealth has refused
coverage to the royalist Pilgrims Society. Claims without
documentation are garbage! On the matter of coverage being
refused, actually only a few sites have allowed any. Ask them why
we have this Pilgrims Society unknown to the public that has the
President as an “honorary” member and that fact to them---adds up
to just nothing!
The Wernhers will be discussed further in the next profile, that of
William David Morrison, related by marriages and genealogy to
Gerald Grosvenor. For now we’ll only mention the 2012 book,
“Grand Dukes and Diamonds---The Wernhers of Luton Hoo,” which
we’ll look at more in Morrison’s profile. Harold Wernher was in The
Pilgrims 1924 London list. “The Pilgrims of Great Britain” (2002
short run book) page 154, mentions Sir Harold Wernher as a

racehorse owner. Perhaps here we should interject that Harold
Wernher’s father, Sir Julius Wernher, (1850-1912) was known in
South Africa as a “Randlord” and “became part of the English
establishment.” He was also identified as PROTESTANT---not
Jewish. We read---

“Born in Darmstadt, Hesse, Wernher was the son of a railway
engineer of Protestant stock. He was educated at Frankfurt-amMain, where he entered a banking house. In 1871, having served in
the Franco-German War, he moved to London at the age of 21. His
talent for business was spotted by a diamond dealer named Jules

Porgès of London and Paris, who sent Wernher in 1873 as his agent
to the diamond mines of Kimberley, South Africa to buy and export
diamonds. Wernher bought up mining interests and by 1875 was a
member of the Kimberley mining board. In that same year, Porgès
and Alfred Beit joined him in Kimberley, and Porgès formed the

Compagnie Française des Mines de Diamants du Cap. Porgès
returned to London after having made Wernher and Beit partners in
the firm of Jules Porgès & Co. By 1884 Wernher returned to London
and traded in diamond shares, while Beit remained in Kimberley to
look after their interests. On Porgès' retirement in 1889, the firm
was restructured and named Wernher, Beit & Co.”
78.53 carat Porges Diamond---

“With the discovery in 1886 of gold on the Witwatersrand, the firm
appointed Hermann Eckstein as their representative in
Johannesburg, while Cecil Rhodes and Beit effectively amalgamated
the Kimberley diamond mines by 1888 and enabled Wernher, Beit &

Co. to acquire a controlling interest in De Beers Consolidated Mines.
Wernher by now was managing over 70 South African companies

from his London office, and developing a passion for collecting art.
He was created a baronet in 1905, as well as being a member of the
Order of the Crown of Prussia. Despite having a reputation for
prudence in business, Wernher was swindled out of £64,000 in
1906 by Henri Lemoine, who claimed he could make synthetic
diamonds. Beset by failing health in 1911, Wernher merged the
shareholdings of Wernher, Beit & Co. with those of Central Mining
and Investment Corporation and Rand Mines Ltd. Besides his
interest in art, Wernher funded an extension to the National Physical
Laboratory. He also bequeathed £250,000 to establishing a
university in Cape Town, and £100,000 to the Imperial College of
Science and Technology in London. At the time of his death in
London, he was one of the richest men in the United Kingdom.”
Julius Wernher’s son, Major-General Sir Harold Augustus Wernher,
Baronet (16 January 1893 – 30 June 1973) “married Countess
Anastasia (Zia) Mikhailovna de Torby, (9 September 1892 – 1977),
daughter of Grand Duke Michael Mikhailovich of Russia and Sophie
Nikolaievna von Merenberg, Countess de Torby.”
Continuing with the other Wiki entry--https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natalia_Grosvenor,_Duchess_of_West
minster
“They also descend from Pushkin, Russia's most renowned author
and nobleman, as well as from his African great-grandfather, Abram
Petrovich Gannibal, the youth believed to have belonged to a family
of tribal chieftains who became a protégé of Peter the Great. The

sisters' maternal grandmother was born Countess Anastasia de
Torby (later Lady "Zia" Wernher), younger morganatic daughter of
Grand Duke Michael Mihailovich of Russia (a grandson of Tsar
Nicholas I) by his wife Countess Sophie von Merenberg, morganatic
daughter of Prince Nikolaus of Nassau (himself brother of Adolphe,
Grand Duke of Luxembourg) by his wife Natalya Aleksandrovna,
Pushkin's younger daughter. Lady Zia's sister Countess Nadezhda
de Torby (or "Nada") was the wife of Prince George of Battenberg
(later George Mountbatten, 2nd Marquess of Milford Haven), elder
maternal uncle of the Duke of Edinburgh. The Torby sisters were
third cousins of the prince through their common ancestor, Tsar
Nicholas I. Natalia's paternal grandparents were Joseph Harold John
Phillips and his wife Mary Mercedes Bryce, whose niece Janet
Mercedes Bryce (daughter of Major Francis Bryce of Hamilton,
Bermuda) married David Mountbatten, 3rd Marquess of Milford
Haven, Nada Mountbatten's son. Lady Tamara Katharine Grosvenor
(born 20 December 1979); married Edward van Cutsem on 6
November 2004, at Chester Cathedral. Edward and Lady Tamara
have two sons, Jake Louis Hannibal van Cutsem and Ludo Lupus
Hugh van Cutsem.”
They changed the name “Gannibal” to what they felt was the loftier
“Hannibal,” after the legendary military commander from Carthage,
North Africa, who gave the Romans so much grief. Notice the name
“Lupus,” tracing back to Hugh Lupus, who came to England with
William the Conqueror in AD 1066!

Peter the Great (reign 1682-1721) was six feet eight
& just a pee-wee next to Emperor Maximinus of
Rome (235-238 AD) who was eight feet six inches---

The Mountbattens are mentioned in two of the five authentic
Pilgrims Society books I have copies of.
Yes, the current Duchess of Westminster and Gerald Grosvenor’s
heir, Hugh Grosvenor---both have a highly diluted trace of African
ancestry! Gannibal (correct spelling---not “Hannibal”) lived 1696 to
1781 and was taken by force in 1703 from central Africa. Is there a
chance Gannibal had any ancestry back to Hannibal (247 to 183 BC)
the Carthagenian general who invaded the Italian peninsula---and
was actually never defeated there? Many sites claim, falsely or
otherwise, that Hannibal was indeed Black. Others insist that in

those times there were no Black Africans at the north end of the
continent, besides in Egypt. In any case I don’t know, and we aren’t
very concerned with proof either way. Gannibal however had a coat
of arms created for himself while in the Russian court. Notice the
strong suggestion of linkage to General Hannibal, famous for
deploying elephants in his attacks against Roman armies---The
inscription FVMMO is alleged to mean, “fortune has changed my life
entirely”---

Viola Maud Lyttleton---mother of Gerald Grosvenor and her father
was a Viscount (at this point we borrow the word “swell,” so
sarcastically uttered by Clint Eastwood in one or more of his
movies). That was John Lyttleton, the 9th Viscount Cobham (18811949). Cobham, what was that? Cobwebs on a rotten piece of ham?
To be fed to the serfs! He was a member of the (military) Order of

the Bath, founded in 1725 by King George I. That was of course the
ancestor of King George III, who persecuted the American colonists
with two wars---our war of independence and the War of 1812. I
don’t find the 9th Viscount in the few Pilgrims lists I have. Perhaps
with full information he might appear. Two members of this
Lyttleton family were mentioned on page 44 of “Pilgrims and
Pioneers” (1946 rare book) by Sir Harry Brittain, an organizer of The
Pilgrims. He mentioned “The Right Honourable Alfred Lyttleton”
(index description) and Oliver Lyttleton, who was a United Kingdom
Cabinet Minister. The 9th Viscount Cobham had a Cavendish for his
mother---notice Gerald Cavendish Grosvenor. The Cavendish
family head holds the title Duke of Devonshire. The Duke of
Devonshire was mentioned three times in “Pilgrims and Pioneers,”
and at that time was Governor-General of Canada (1916 to 1921)
and afterwards was a League of Nations booster during 1921-1922,
and became Secretary of State for the Colonies in 1922 to 1924.
Have a look at the man from whom Gerald Cavendish Grosvenor got
his middle name---the Cavendish family wealth is of unknown, but
massive, dimensions, and has been virtually as prominent in
England since the 1500s as the Cecils---who we reviewed last time
out---

Interior views of his main mansion, Chatsworth House---

Lady Tamara Katherine Grosvenor was born in 1979. She’s the first
of Gerald and Natalia’s children. Daughter, daughter, son, daughter
was their outcome.
http://www.fauna-flora.org/about/council/ says this about Lady
Tamara’s husband, in his role as a council member of Fauna & Flora
International---

“Edward van Cutsem is Managing Director, BlackRock Family Office
Partners, an American multinational investment management
corporation and the world's largest asset manager. Since 1996 he
has also been a Director of ECO spray, which is committed to the
advancement of ethical and sustainable food production through the
scientific development of naturally based products and decision
support systems. Edward is involved with work at the Lewa Wildlife
Conservancy in Kenya and supports the Tusk Trust, whilst his wife,
Lady Tamara Grosvenor is interested in orangutan conservation. The
van Cutsems reside in Norfolk and joined FFI's Conservation Circle
in 2010.”
Fauna & Flora International is a globalist group grabbing control
over large areas in the name of conservationism.
Prince Harry and Prince William are close friends with Edward van
Cutsem. Here’s Gerald’s Dutch son in law---Edward’s father was
with the old-line Hambros Bank and left a score of millions in trust
(he was small fry compared to our dear Gerald!) ---I can imagine
this Eddy “Cuts Them” who looks mean quoting a line from “The

Cloud Minders” (“Star Trek,” February 28, 1969) ---“Secure him to
the rostrum!”

Black Rock manages $4.5 trillion--- Sir Deryck Maughan ex of
Goldman Sachs is the most likely member of The Pilgrims on the
Black Rock board, and is also a director of the boundlessly evil
Pharma giant, Glaxo Smith Kline and of Thomson Reuters, news
media mega-giant covering for The Pilgrims and their Pharma
subsidiaries---

Lady Edwina Louise Grosvenor (1981---) in 2010 married Daniel
Robert Snow (1978---). Snow’s background is tame compared to
that of his awesome father in law Gerald Grosvenor--https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dan_Snow ---

“Daniel is “a British television presenter, who regularly presents
history programmes for the BBC and other broadcasters and has a
regular history slot on The One Show. Dan Snow is the youngest
son of Peter Snow, BBC television journalist, and Canadian Ann
MacMillan, managing editor of CBC's London Bureau; thus he holds
dual British-Canadian citizenship. Through his mother, he is the
nephew of Canadian historian Margaret MacMillan, and a greatgreat-grandson of British Prime Minister David Lloyd George. One
of his father's cousins is the Channel 4 news reporter Jon Snow and
his paternal great-grandfather (Peter and Jon's grandfather) was Sir
Thomas D' Oyly Snow, a British infantry general during World War I.
He has made numerous history programmes for the BBC. In late
2012 Snow embarked on a promotional tour for his new book Battle

Castles: 500 Years of Knights and Siege Warfare, which was
published in conjunction with a 6-part documentary he had
presented for the History Channel. In early 2013, he presented a
programme on the history of railways on BBC Two, called
"Locomotion: Dan Snow's History of Railways.”

This one can be trusted---sometimes!---

Daniel is a massager of the public mind for Pilgrims Society
overlords. David Lloyd George (1863 to 1945) was a member of The
Pilgrims. During the Indian Crisis of 1918 he was Prime Minister.
The Indians demanded payment in silver for their wartime service.
The British turned to their “Pilgrim Partners” the USA for silver and
the Pittman Act of 1918 was the result---259,121,554 silver dollars
were melted for silver metal for the British Empire, yielding around
209 MOZ! Sir Thomas Snow was a General during World War One.

Not a Pilgrims member as far as my data mine shows. Continuing
with the Wiki item on Daniel Snow--“In the summer of 2013 Snow was part of a team with eight others
down the Colorado River through the Grand Canyon in periodcorrect boats recreating the epic trip by John Wesley Powell through
uncharted territory and rapids in 1869. Other British team members
accompanied by American experts were Mike Dilger and Sam Willis.
The footage, narrated by Doug Scott, became Operation Grand

Canyon with Dan Snow which was broadcast on BBC Two in January
2014. Snow has also travelled through war zones in Congo and
Syria to make programmes about the historical context of those
conflicts. These were shown on BBC2 in 2013. Snow has released
award winning apps, the Timeline series, which include the Number
1 selling Reference app, TimelineWW2. He attracted criticism for
saying in 2012 that ‘apps are simply a better vehicle than books’.
On 7 May 2015 Snow presented the online alternative election night
broadcast unelection.”
This site calls it the “British Brainwashing Channel”

I noticed this video claiming the Grand Canyon has unmeasurable
tons of gold in a “cordoned off” area. I decided to not comment.
Allegedly this gold has been known for decades and is guarded by

Marines. Well, they must have let Daniel Snow and his party through
the area due to his father in law being a big world maker. More
likely is there aren’t any Marines guarding any gold there. Wiki
continues on Gerald’s son in law--“On 27 November 2010, Snow married the aristocratic criminologist
and philanthropist Lady Edwina Grosvenor, second daughter of the
6th Duke of Westminster. Their daughter was born in 2011 and
their son in 2014. In August 2011, Snow chased a group of rioters
through Notting Hill in London before tackling and performing a
citizen’s arrest on a looter who was fleeing from a shoe shop. An
active campaigner, Snow serves as President of the Council for
British Archaeology, an atheist and a humanist. Snow is a
Distinguished Supporter of the British Humanist Association, an
Honorary Associate of the National Secular Society and a member of
the Royal Historical Society. He is also an advocate for political
reform, being the Electoral Reform Society’s first ambassador. He
played a central part in the United Kingdom Alternative Vote
referendum, 2011; after he released a successful viral video, the
campaign used a version of it, featuring Snow, as their final
Referendum Broadcast. In August 2014, Snow was one of 200
public figures who were signatories to a letter to The Guardian
successfully opposing Scottish independence in the run-up to that
referendum.”
How much does his father in law Gerald collect every tick of the
clock in rents or leases in countless thousands of offices and

residential units? It’s heart warming that his punk son is worried
about some common serf lifting a cheap pair of shoes. But that
meshes with his wife’s interest in criminology-penology. Naturally
the son in law of an inner circle Pilgrims Society member would be
against Scottish national independence.
http://new.archaeologyuk.org/
Founded in 1944---

Founded in 1896
https://humanism.org.uk/

http://www.secularism.org.uk/

This one dates to 1866---

Chartered in 1868--http://royalhistsoc.org/

Founded in 1884--http://www.electoral-reform.org.uk/

Another lever of influence---

The Guardian begged the obvious by stating that Edwina Grosvenor
was “born into almost unimaginable wealth and privilege.”

Her “criminologist” activities are connected to something called
Accelerating Change Network---

Daniel Snow authored “Death or Victory---The Battle for Quebec
and the Birth of Empire” (Harper Collins, 2009) about British Empire
activities in Canada as part of the Seven Years War (1756 to 1763) in
which the British defeated the French for control over Quebec. In
The American Colonies it was called the French and Indian War. Still
today Quebec is heavily French, Catholic, and many residents
decline to speak English. I had paternal grandparents who came
from Quebec. Before ending this look at Gerald Grosvenor’s son in
law Daniel Snow, who seems destined to become Sir Daniel Snow, I
feel it appropriate, given all the genealogical links in The Pilgrims
Society, to note a potential link to John Ben Snow (1883 to 1973)
who built up the Speidel chain of newspapers and founded Western
Horseman Magazine. He left the John Ben Snow Foundation and the
John Ben Snow Memorial Trust. There’s a great deal of large,
though quiet, money in horses---racing, stud fees, selling. There’s
this horse business interest in Gerald Grosvenor’s ancestry as you
saw if you weren’t “skimming over.” The Who’s Who in America,
1970-1971, page 2136, Shows J.B. Snow founded both the New
York University Medical Center and the New York University Law
School. For just once I won’t check the web on those two
references, I’ll let you the reader go on a hunt. It seems as if the
Center and the Law School would already have been in existence.
Maybe it meant he joined a board of founders due to coming in with
financial support. Is Daniel Snow related to J.B. Snow? Just maybe--he was a governor of the American Club in London.

Lady Viola Georgina Grosvenor (1992---) is unmarried as of the
time of this investigative series. There’s not a lot on her. We may
safely assume that she has something to do with “Exquisite Jewellery
from the Duke of Westminster’s Private Family Collection.” It calls to
mind something actress Ina Balin said to Stuart Whitman in John
Wayne’s great movie “The Comancheros” (1961) ---“The smallest
stone in that ring could buy and sell you!”
This brings us to the third of Gerald and Natalia’s children, and the
heir to Gerald’s gargantuan fortune and in line to become the 7th
Duke of Westminster.
Hugh Richard Louis Grosvenor (1991---third of his four children)
with poppa Gerald below. Hugh, also known as Earl Grosvenor or
the Earl of Westminster (an Earl is below a Duke) takes after his
mother Natalia more in the face---the fancy coat signifies he’s
superior to the serfs and commoners of the world. Notice the green
emblem on his father’s jacket which appears to be a dragon symbol.
Is there a similar one at http://www.heraldicsculptor.com ? Hugh
Grosvenor, the heir apparent to the Dukedom of Westminster, is
called “absurdly rich,” a statement which defies contradiction to an
extent matched by very few other facts---something in the
background resembles a crown on his head---or is it horns? --Would anyone care to create derivative bets on the chances of the
Young Master ending up homeless on the streets of London? His
21st birthday celebration is estimated to have had an outlay in USD
terms of $8 million. Just for a birthday event.

At http://worldofaristocrats.tumblr.com we discover that The Young
Master was named a godparent of Prince George of Cambridge (born
in 2013, grandson of Prince Charles) and attended Newcastle
University. Ahh yes, The Duke of Newcastle was a charter member
of The Pilgrims London in 1902. Artworks===the worth of those
owned by Gerald and his family would probably be enough to build
another large skyscraper. If all the buildings they own were turned
into rubble, it would be enough to match the dimensions of a Rocky
Mountain peak.
In 2004 Gerald Grosvenor addressed the annual convention of the
Institute of Directors meeting at Royal Albert Hall in London---you
can imagine him saying---“I shuck small folk like an ear of corn! I
make them sorry they were ever born!”

Named for Prince Albert (1819-1861) ---

34,500 members, founded in 1903---

http://www.iod.com/

According to The Daily Mail, March 16, 2015, the wealth of the Earl
of Cadogan is 53% that of Gerald Grosvenor and that the five
wealthiest families in the UK encompass as much wealth as the
lowest income 12 million UK residents. Problem is, the Daily Mail,
being a “network” media source, is lowballing these people’s wealth,
so that the ratio is even more skewed as to wealth concentration.
Charles Cadogan (1937---) is a virtual certainty to be in The
Pilgrims London. We await complete lists, because the gaps are
larger than the information we have. Charlie was associated with
the Schroder Wagg banking interests, which is quite the frightening
thought if you study their geopolitical/military history. In 2014, a
house in his territory sold for 72,885,000 pounds sterling.
Cadogan, of a fortune that’s 300 plus years old, is a scaled down
version of Gerald Grosvenor---

Of course Grosvenor Group has occasional large transactions both
ways with such interests as Land Securities Group Limited and other
big realty groups, none of which appear to be even close to being as
closely held as Grosvenor Group.

Gerald The Duke of Westminster and the Royal Family--“There are close links between the Duke of Westminster and the
Windsors. One of the Duke's personal properties is a hunting estate
in Cordoba, southern Spain where Princes William and Harry went
for a shooting holiday earlier this year. His son Earl Grosvenor is
godfather to Prince George and his daughter Lady Tamara is married
to Edward van Cutsem, a family friend of the Duke of Cambridge.”
Yes, the Duke of Cambridge, Prince William, son of Prince Charles--is a member. That Dukedom was mentioned as a membership

position in “Pilgrims Partners—Forty Years of British-American
Fellowship” by Sir Harry Brittain (1942, rare volume, page 50).

http://chester.shoutwiki.com/wiki/Grosvenors
Leonora Anson (1949---), Countess of Lichfield, is one of two
sisters of Gerald Grosvenor. She married the 5th Earl of Lichfield
(1939-2005) whose mother became Princess Anne of Denmark
(long story). His mother was of the Bowes-Lyon family. The 5th
Earl’s residence---this property was seized from Catholic
possession during the reign of King Henry VIII---In Silver
Squelchers #32 we profiled Mary Strathmore (Pilgrims Society) of the
same Bowes-Lyon family---

Lady Jane Meriel Grosvenor, the other sister of Gerald Grosvenor
(born 8 February 1953), married Guy David Innes-Ker, 10th Duke of
Roxburghe and moved into this residence---The Pilgrims London
1980 shows a Sir John Roxburgh (name variation, same family) --Gerald Grosvenor has no brothers---

Like so many Uppercrust British aristocrats, Gerald Grosvenor, the
subject of our Pilgrims Society profile---the lengthiest and most

detailed profile in this entire Silver Squelchers series---has been
publicly tainted with sex scandals. At
http://www.newser.com/story/21498/british-duke-tied-tospitzer-hooker-ring we see-British Duke Tied to Spitzer Hooker Ring

Excerpt from the news item--“The richest man in England has been linked to the prostitution ring
patronized by Eliot Spitzer, the New York Daily News reports.
Sources identified Gerald Cavendish Grosvenor, Duke of
Westminster, as Emperors Club “Client 6,” who arranged four visits
in late 2006. Grosvenor is a close friend of Prince Charles—and
godfather to Prince William, second in line to the throne. It is
unclear whether Grosvenor was one of those caught on FBI wiretaps
arranging trysts with the Emperors Club. Reports say the duke,
despite being the 46th-richest person in the world, haggled with
one girl over price; Emperors call girl Zana Brazdek said she wasn’t
impressed, either: “I thought his conversation was quite boring," she
said.”

Maybe Gerald “His Grace” the inner circle Pilgrims Society member
Gerald is like the jeweler I once knew who, when dickering over the
price of a diamond with an exasperated seller, replied to the seller’s
sarcastic statement “how about for free” with “I can beat that price!”
The prostitution ring was called the Emperors Club VIP, reflecting
the matter of being organized for the wealthy and powerful.
Spitzer was contacted circa 2006 by some personalities in the silver
community while he was New York State Attorney General. Naturally
he declined to intervene. Someone is alleged to have sent Spitzer a
one ounce silver round, which his office returned to the sender, who
sure had unrealistic expectations and besides, why drop good silver
down what amounts to a toilet? Spitzer had hellaciously spooky
eyes! Oddly, those who attempted to get Spitzer to intervene in the
COMEX silver fraud never mentioned to their web followers what
they could have easily found out---one, that Spitzer had been with
a Wall Street law firm and more strikingly, two, that Spitzer joined
the staff of New York County District Attorney Robert Morgenthau
was the son of Henry Morgenthau Jr., Franklin Roosevelt’s Treasury
Secretary Henry Morgenthau Jr., who feloniously presided over most
of the gold grab (Executive Order 6102) and all of the silver grab
(EO 6814) during the darkest years in our history---the FDR years
(yes, worse than the Wilson years!) Robert Morgenthau’s
grandmother was a member of the Lehman family. Why don’t
people who can look things up, look them up? No they did NOT!
Henry Senior was a Pilgrims Society member from way back---

(1924 leaked roster) ---call girls and silver squelching price
suppression---all in the same band of rogues---Spitzer’s dad
appointed him executor of his will/estate, which according to
sources was around the $500 million mark---Morgenthau Senior
was also a real estate mogul---

Paul Weiss, the law firm Spitzer was with, works with typical
international finance goblins---Citigroup and Barclays included.
Here (as of October 22, 2015) their start page raves about Roberto J.
Gonzales, former Deputy General Counsel of the Treasury
Department, is joining Paul Weiss as partner.”

Besides dabbling in hookers and running with silver price
suppressing accomplices, I’ve located this other item about Gerald
Grosvenor at the following link, which I opted to neither embed into
text nor to shorten by editing, as by reading it you get an intro into
what you encounter at that page, which it purports to be
“mainstream news media extracts”--http://carroll-foundation-trust.com/uncategorized/duke-ofwestminster-organised-crime-fraud-criminal-standard-of-proof-

prosecution-files-carrolltrust-boodle-hatfield-law-firmcorruption-bribery-case/
“The sensational Carroll Foundation Charitable Trust multi-billion
dollar offshore tax fraud bribery scandal which is encircling 10
Downing Street and the Conservative Party has revealed that the
explosive FBI Scotland Yard “cross-border” criminal “standard of
proof” prosecution files have “named” the Duke of Westminster in
this case of international importance. Sources have confirmed that
the dossiers contain a compelling evidential paper trail which
surrounds the Duke of Westminster’s lawyers Boodle Hatfield who
are known to have conducted break-ins burglaries and criminal
seizure offences that were “targeted” at Gerald Carroll’s multimillion dollar Eaton Square Belgravia penthouse and Westminster
residences in central London spanning a bizarre six to eight years.”

Make of these statements what you will---I haven’t formed a
conclusion as to these claims. Continuing--“Further sources have disclosed that the files contain a startling
litany of Boodle Hatfield fraudulent property leases which are
“directly linked” to forged and falsified Coutts & Co Gerald Carroll
banking arrangements that effectively impulsed this massive bank

fraud heist operation which stretches the globe. Scotland Yard
“leaked” sources have said that the Queen’s banker Lord Home
former chairman of Coutts & Co is also seriously implicated
following unconfirmed reports that Lord Home incorporated
fraudulent Gerald Carroll accounts to effectively provide a
diversionary corporate smokescreen for the embezzlement of a
mind boggling two hundred million dollars of the Carroll Foundation
Trust’s huge treasury investment holdings that were held at Barclays
International and Coutts & Co Strand branch London.”
Coutts & Company was established the year before the Bank of
England---in 1693.
“In a stunning twist it has also emerged that Lord Home is currently
chairman of the Duke of Westminster’s Grosvenor Holdings Group
which has prompted well seasoned City of London financial
observers to remark that the seizure of Gerald Carroll’s Belgravia
penthouse and Westminster properties was yet another sordid
attempt by the Duke of Westminster and Lord Home to shield British
public figures from prosecution in this great society scandal of the
decade. The Carroll Foundation Trust files are held within a
complete lockdown at the FBI Washington DC field office and the
Metropolitan Police Scotland Yard London under the supervision of
the commissioner Sir Bernard Hogan-Howe who has an intimate
knowledge of this case spanning a staggering sixteen years.”
Gerald Cavendish Grosvenor wouldn’t be prosecuted if he burned
down 500 orphanages in America. He’s just way too GD powerful!

http://international.coutts.com/en/locations/zurich/

In December 2010 Lord David Douglas Home retired as chairman of
Grosvenor Group. His father has been identified as a member (page
159, “The Pilgrims of Great Britain,” 2002, short run book. Alec
Douglas Home was Prime Minister (1963-1964) and held numerous
other positions. Considering David’s credentials stated at the
Coutts Bank site, I regard him as almost 100% certain to be a
Pilgrims member. What’s he doing as a board member of the Dubai
Financial Services Authority? He came into finance by a great
Pilgrims Society firm---Morgan, Grenfell & Company.
There’s a figure of significance in the world financial arena who is
most likely a member of this same Grosvenor family. I haven’t seen
exactly what his location is within the great Grosvenor constellation.
I’m referring to Jonathan Grosvenor and this July 1, 2013 release --

“KBL European Private Bankers (KBL) announced today the
appointment of Jonathan Grosvenor, a financial services professional
with over 25 years of international experience, as General Manager,
Global Financial Markets, based in Luxembourg. Offering a full
range of solutions for institutional investors and professional
traders, the Global Financial Markets department is one of the pillars
of KBL franchise, complementing the pan-European group’s core
business of private banking. Most recently, Grosvenor served as the
Hong Kong-based Managing Director, Head of Corporate Clients, at
BBVA, where he also began his professional career, serving first in
London and then in Madrid. Between those two stints at the Spanish
headquartered group, he served for over a decade at West LB, rising
to the position of Joint Head of Global Financial Markets Asia, based
in Singapore. Commenting on this significant appointment, Frédéric
Genet, CEO, Professional Services, KBL, said: “Jonathan Grosvenor is
a dynamic individual, with proven expertise in a broad range of
financial markets products. With a tremendous combination of
skills, knowledge and truly international experience, I am confident
that he will successfully lead the sustained growth of the Global
Financial Markets department – actively contributing to our UHNWIfocused strategy.” Grosvenor, a British national who holds a degree
in modern languages and economics from London South Bank
University, will lead a team of over 30 professionals in the Global
Financial Markets department at KBL.”

Previously (June 2011 reference) Jonathan was “BBVA’s managing
director and head of corporate clients Asia Pacific.” That’s Banco
Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria, Spain’s second biggest bank, founded in
1857.

Bloomberg notes that Jonathan Grosvenor is a director of the
Luxembourg Stock Exchange.
https://www.bourse.lu/home

Jonathan is becoming a leading figure in finance from Europe to
Dubai to Malaysia--“KBL European Private Bankers (KBL) announced today that it has
been named winner in both the “Deal of the Year” and “Sukuk Deal
of the Year” categories at the annual Islamic Finance News Awards,
which took place on Monday evening in Dubai. The Luxembourgheadquartered group was recognized in this regard for its role as a
primary dealer of the International Islamic Liquidity Management
Corporation’s (IILM) $2 billion Islamic bond, or sukuk, programme.
The IILM issued a debut $490 million three-month sukuk in August
2013, with KBL serving as one of nine primary dealers worldwide.

The Central Bank of Luxembourg, among others, is a member of the
Malaysia-based organization’s Governing Board. On behalf of KBL,
Olivier de Jamblinne, CEO, Luxembourg, and Jonathan Grosvenor,
General Manager, Global Financial Markets, received these awards at
a high-profile event at the Dubai International Financial Center.”

Jonathan may be a cousin, second cousin, nephew, or some such, of
Mister Gerald. Someone named Leslie Grosvenor was involved in a
2012 home transaction in Newport, Rhode Island, in an $865,000
transaction. Newport has been home to many Pilgrims Society
members and men in lesser interlocked groups. The New York
Times in a story from 1990 mentioned her father, “Charles B.
Grosvenor of New York and Newport.” These are members of the
USA branch of the Grosvenors. Amanda Grosvenor is with
something called Balanced Business Advisors and came there from
managed news source, U.S. News & World Report.
On July 31, 1975 another British Empire globalist group was
founded in an organizational meeting at the Grosvenor House Hotel
in London. The Freedom Association was founded “by a group of
businessmen, aristocrats, military figures, journalists and politicians
on the far right. In its early years it played a prominent role in
disrupting campaigns for workers rights and racial equality led by

trades unions and anti-apartheid campaigners. It remains a well
known fringe group within the Conservative Party.”
The group’s founding chairman was Viscount D’ La Isle (Pilgrims
London 1980 list), also known as William Philip Sidney (1909-1991)
who was the 15th British Governor General of Australia and member
of other British elite groups---Order of the Garter, Royal Victorian
Order and others. “The Sidney family is one of England's oldest and
most distinguished families. He was a descendant of King William
IV.” His son is a Free Man of the City of London and a member of
the Worshipful Company of Goldsmiths---and probably inherited
his slot in The Pilgrims. At
http://powerbase.info/index.php/Freedom_Association we notice a
Christiana Hambro (old line Pilgrims Society banking family
associated with Scandinavian finance) as the “development manager”
of the Freedom Association. At their site http://www.tfa.net/aboutus/council-and-supporters/ we notice a list of names of leaders of
this group and if a current Pilgrims roster were on hand, several of
these names would be in it--http://www.tfa.net/

The “Ipcress File” (1965) was filmed in Grosvenor Gardens. It was a
spy movie about brainwashing scientists and counter-espionage.
There are cities named Westminster in Maryland (18,628 residents),
Colorado (108,807 residents) and California (91,738 residents), and
New Westminster in British Columbia Canada (65,976 residents) and
Westminster in Western Australia (5,175 residents) plus the
Westminster Kennel Club Dog Show---all named after the City of
Westminster, borough or district in London reflecting the superprestigious title of The Duke of Westminster. There’s a Westminster
College in Missouri and another by the same name in Utah. There’s
a Westminster University in Denver. There’s a bigger Westminster
College at Sydney, Australia. Sydney also has a Grosvenor Club.
Brisbane Australia has a Grosvenor (nightclub). Watford England has
a Grosvenor Lawn Tennis Club. We could add more examples.
Maryland has a Westminster County. Toronto Canada has a
Grosvenor Toastmasters Club. There’s a Grosvenor Caving Club in
Wales (presumably with offices in a cave?) Belfast Ireland has a
Grosvenor Hockey Club and a Grosvenor Fencing Club.

There’s a Grosvenor Bowling Club in Greenock, England. The
Grosvenor Club founded in 1922 at Beverley England today has 600

members. It’s also known as the Grosvenor Recreation and Bowling
Club. “Only a privileged few ever get inside the Grosvenor Club.”
Let’s not overlook the Grosvenor Hotel in Torquay, Devon, England--

Glasgow Scotland has a Grosvenor Cinema---

San Diego, California is HQ for something called Grosvenor Square
Advisors which does restructurings, mergers and acquisitions and
debt financing. Their site has images of the London skyscrapers. I
haven’t established a direct connection to The Duke of Westminster.
Maybe yes, maybe no; however, the matter of their size and

connections does suggest it’s a possibility plus the fact they do
appear to be named after the globally renowned Grosvenor Square
in London. They state--“Grosvenor Square Advisors ("GSA") is a merchant bank focused on
serving clients located in North America, Asia, the Middle East,
Africa and Europe. We provide debt capital raising, asset
sale advisory and certain restructuring services to a select group of
companies, private equity firms, lenders, family offices and federal
and provincial government entities globally.”
Its managers have backgrounds from such “Network” banks as HSBC
and Credit Suisse and its dealings are in the billions range---one its
principals, very likely the wealthiest, Seymour H. Knox IV, is of the
family who held the controlling interest in the former Marine
Midland Bank of New York, which was bought out by HSBC---Knox
is almost certainly a member of The Pilgrims United States---Knox
IV is also descended from the founder of the F.W. Woolworth mass
merchandising company---

You get the idea. This family’s influence is gargantuan and shows
The Pilgrims Society encompasses much more than Rothschilds and

Rockefellers---there are many other dynasties represented, of
varying sizes. These several dozen interrelated dynasties have
formed this publicly unknown alliance in order to impose their
collective will on the world!

The city of New Westminster in British Columbia, Canada, was
founded in 1858 but this college (below) was only opened as of
2011. I haven’t found a direct link between it and the Duke of
Westminster, however, this matter of the name of the college is no
coincidence. It’s also definitely got strong connections to the Crown
family of England. It belongs in The Duke’s profile, and we’ll keep it
brief.

They also have a School of Diplomacy & a School of Leadership--“Three postgraduate executive education programmes are offered in
an executive seminar format through the New Westminster School of
Cyber Security, including the Executive Cyber Intelligence

Programme, the Senior Cyberspace Security Programme and
the Advanced Cyber Security Programme. The distinctive worldclass curricula of our intensive executive education seminars and
programmes provide unique opportunities for government and
corporate leaders, and executives from all professional disciplines
to advance their technical knowledge and upgrade their cyber
security and intelligence management skills and currency in the
global marketplace. Three postgraduate executive education
programmes are offered in an executive seminar format through the
New Westminster School of Diplomacy, including the
Distinguished Ambassadors Programme, the Diplomatic Leadership
Programme and the Advanced Diplomacy and
Governance Programme.”

As of October 2015, General Jonathan Vance, a distinguished fellow
of New Westminster College, became Chief of Staff of the Canadian

Defence Forces. In September 2015, the Ambassador of Switzerland
to China became a distinguished fellow at New Westminster College.
A lot of influence has gathered at a university only very recently
founded. He was previously Swiss Ambassador to France and
Monaco. We notice this from Robert Goodwin III, president of the
college--“New Westminster College now has Governors and Fellows in 66
countries that have joined with our noble endeavour to support us
globally. Our Governors and Fellows include heads of state
(presidents and prime ministers), cabinet-level ministers,
45 ambassadors, 100 generals and admirals, French and NASA
astronauts, 100 surgeons and medical doctors, world renowned
scientists and professors, business leaders and other accomplished
professionals at the top of their professions.”
http://newwestminstercollege.ca/board-of-governors/general-retrobert-goodwin-iii/ --“Professor Goodwin is the Founder and President of New
Westminster College and concurrently serves as Chairman of the
Board of Governors. He is also a member of the Council of Senior
Advisors of the International Association of University Presidents in
New York, and has met and negotiated with numerous foreign
heads-of-state, cabinet-level ministers, ambassadors, royalty, and
senior-level government and business leaders. By official invitation,
he has participated in numerous Minister and Ambassador
Roundtable Meetings with leaders of the federal government and

Parliament of Canada and other countries. Professor Goodwin is an
Executive Member of the President’s Council on Foreign Relations
appointed by the President of the Republic of Macedonia. He serves
on the International Board of the International Centre for Democratic
Transition in Budapest, Hungary, and also serves on the
International Advisory Boards of both the Research Centre for
Studies on Intelligence, Strategic Science and Security in Rome, Italy,
and the Research Institute for European and American Studies in
Athens, Greece.”
In 2002 Goodwin was awarded the Freedom of the City of London.
By 2013 he received the Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee Medal.
The New Westminster College site shows ambassadors (various
countries, Canada to Malaysia, Governor of British Virgin Islands,
Ukraine to Tajikistan, Iraq to Belarus, et cetera) and generals and
admirals (USA, Canada, India, Bangladesh, Sweden, France, England,
South Korea and others) who are associated with this new college.
Maybe they’ll make Gerald Grosvenor a trustee, but he might insist
on being called a “regent” instead!

“ATTENTION SERFS!
BE WARMED & FILLED!”
“British families are choosing between paying the rent
and eating, according to the chairman of a food charity.”

“PILL-GRAMS”
Gerald Grosvenor has no record of ever attending Bilderberg. He
can do without it, as it’s vastly inferior in power to The Pilgrims
Society, which is by an extremely wide margin, history’s most
powerful influence network! There is substantial linkage between
the two and is the Anglo-Americans way of expanding their network
without admitting other members, and to distract the world’s
attention away from the older and superior organization.
The Daily Mail, September 15, 2012, reported Gerald
Grosvenor was about to spend around $500 million USD on

“A stately home refurbishment,” no commoner is he!

“Grosvenor is a privately-owned property group.”
This item dated June 2013 mentioned about the building below--“Grosvenor Americas has acquired a Winchester Boulevard office
building adjacent to the booming Santana Row shopping and
lifestyle center, paying approximately $470 a square foot, or $47
million. The 560 South Winchester building is fully leased to
Rockefeller Group Business Centers, Cushman & Wakefield and
Merrill Lynch Wealth Management, according to Grosvenor. In
California, Grosvenor is focused on buying in the Bay Area, Los
Angeles and Orange County. Grosvenor Americas’ holdings in the
Bay Area include three San Francisco buildings on Union Square: 185
Post St., where De Beers is the ground-floor tenant; 180 Post St.;

and 251 Post St. All of them are mixed-use buildings with ground
floor retail and offices above. It also owns and developed the
Hamilton Marketplace in Novato, a retail shopping center; Los Gatos
Village Square; and Westgate West on Prospect Road in San Jose.”
http://www.grosvenor.com/featured-locations-andproperties/asset/560-south-winchester/ says this is “in the heart
of Silicon Valley”--- (San Jose, California) ---

180 Post Street in San Francisco--It has a Harry Winston’s Jewelers---

185 Post Street, San Francisco---10,000
Square feet leased to fashion house
Christian Dior---

This one has a “mere” 48,100 square feet---

Hamilton Marketplace in Novato, California has solar panels---

Los Gatos Village Square, Los Gatos, California---

Westgate West Shopping Center, San Jose, California---

“In Los Angeles, the company owns 308-310 North Rodeo Drive in
Beverly Hills, home to world-renowned jeweler Harry Winston and
luxury fashion house Chanel.”

Ruby & diamond necklace by Harry Winston
Price unknown but in the multi-million range---

Did we show all of Gerald Grosvenor’s holdings? You’re kidding,
right? Grosvenor Beachfront Apartments at the Gold Coast,
Queensland Australia---

As one known for cutting descriptions, I must, in closing Gerald
Grosvenor’s staggering profile, resort to Gene Hackman’s
characterization of an English Duke as a “DUCK” in the 1992 movie
“Unforgiven” with Clint Eastwood. But the Duke of Westminster may
well be dining tonight on Duck a la Presse or some such expensive
(to ordinary mortals) fare. I can almost picture Roger Moore as
Simon Templar in “The Saint” TV series racing about the streets of
Mayfair or Belgravia, being ticketed, and then someone in the
Grosvenor family pulls a string and the matter is retired.
As of a 1981 research source, 711 individuals owned over 41% of
the total land area of Greater Metropolitan London (not just The City
area). That’s a metro area as of 2014 that had 14,031,830

residents---an extreme concentration of wealth. The Grosvenors,
Windsors and Cadogans are certainly among those, and the study
apparently didn’t achieve percentage figures for the total valuations
involved---that most likely would soar past 70 percent. How many
of these 711 individuals were members of The Pilgrims Society in
London, or of lesser but important interlocking groups? It would be
extremely telling to know. In the past 34 years, you may be certain
that more consolidation has taken place, especially as the middle
class, ever under Pilgrims Society pressure, transitions more and
more from home ownership to mere renter (serf) status both in the
United Kingdom and the USA!

Admittedly as an anti-climax we feel we must include in this
presentation, a profile on another London based member, due to
the fact that this other member married into the same line of old
Russian nobility as Gerald Grosvenor. Herewith a much briefer, but
still remarkable profile---

2) William D. Morrison (1940---: Pilgrims at least as of 2005; most
likely earlier) has info on page 3300 of the 2005 Who’s Who in
America---

“The Pilgrims Society of London---many of England’s most famous
men---with a sprinkling of American residents of London.”
---June 24, 1905, New York Times, page 1.
Notice Morrison doesn’t mention where he was born. It may have
been New York or New Jersey. The Princeton University Alumni
Weekly of December 8, 1933, page 281, mentioned Maxey Neal
Morrison as being on a Princeton sports team at that time. The
author of the column was Herman A. Heydt Jr., who appeared in The
Pilgrims New York 1969. Maxey’s wife Mary was an Episcopalian, he
was a Presbyterian. The 1957 Who’s Who In The East, page 645
shows Maxey had a career starting in 1934 with the Philadelphia
Inquirer and the Philadelphia Evening Ledger to 1941 and was with
Curtis-Wright Corporation into 1944. C.W. Corporation is still in
business in energy, aerospace, defense, power generation and other
sectors. During 1944 to 1946 Maxey was director of the Civilian
Information Bureau of the War Production Board. After that he was

in public relations and had contacts in the Du Pont empire (Pilgrims
Society, the biggest industrial silver users) through the Delaware
Port Authority. His listing shows he had another son, Hugh Maxey
Morrison. Bloomberg shows a Hugh M. Morrison, but it can’t be the
one we’re looking at here as he’s too young. No obit records found.
Nothing found on Barbara Heath, W.D. Morrison’s first wife.
Nothing definite on David Conrow. John Pomeroy Morrison,
probably the same one in the scan, is mentioned in a 1996
document from Hamilton College. Hamilton College was founded in
1793 as Hamilton-Oneida Academy and the paper money, national
debt booster Alexander Hamilton was a trustee. As far as W.D.
Morrison’s children from his second marriage go, they undoubtedly
are much more important in The Pilgrims worldwide spiderweb.
First, review the next several items in this profile.

Morrison’s second wife, Sandra Elizabeth Butter, was born in London
on July 26, 1948. Her father, Sir David Henry Butter, is mentioned at
this site with the notation “European Royalty & Nobility.” This URL
shows at halfway down the page Sandra Elizabeth Butter is listed as

# 4427 with notations that her ancestors include Nicolas I of Russia;
Philipp Wilhelm Von Brandenburg Schwedt and several other likely
interesting characters. The page shows Sandra has three sisters and
a brother---all with interesting pedigrees as to their marriages.
This page, titled, “Descendants of Duke Wilhelm of Nassau,” shows
Sandra E. Butter descended from his line; which also intersects with
that of the Grosvenor dynasty (a matter we looked at in Gerald
Grosvenor’s wife). Recall in #32 we reviewed Ivan Obolensky,
another Pilgrims Society member descended from Russian
monarchy. Nicolai I (1796-1855) was Emperor or Czar of Russia
(1825-1855). In 1834 he founded Kiev University. His reign was
marked by corrupt sub-administrators (bureaucrats) which allowed
him to soak up considerable wealth. Under his direction
construction engineers built the 404 mile long Moscow to St.
Petersburg Railroad. Nicolai I had “a huge network of spies and
informers,” which evokes comparisons to our “national security”
state of today---

Another of Sandra’s royal ancestors dates farther back (1669-1711),
Philipp Wilhelm Von Brandenburg Schwedt, who held the title
“Margrave.” He was born in Konigsberg Castle at Konigsberg,
Germany. Unfortunately it was destroyed in 1944 by the Royal Air
Force---

Philipp Wilhelm resided in Schwedt Castle in Brandenburg, northeast
Germany, till his passing in 1711---

Another Royal in the lineage of Mrs. William David Morrison is Duke
Wilhelm of Nassau (1792-1839) and he was German; the Dutch
Royal family still today uses the word “Nassau” in their Royal titles.
His cousin died in 1816, and from him he inherited the Usingen
territories, expanding his exploitative area of control.

The Duke’s residence in Wiesbaden Germany was Biebrich Palace---

Major Sir David Henry Butter (father in law of William David
Morrison) was of a family whose status as landowners in Perthshire
traces back to the 1100s. He was a Knight Commander of the Royal
Victorian Order, referencing the 1800s when the British Empire

reached its (unfortunate) peak of power. From 1946 to 2010 he was
Games Chieftain of the Pitlochry Highland Games. In 1946 D.H.
Butter became son in law of Major Harold Augustus Wernher, whose
name was in The Pilgrims London 1924 roster. Prince Michael, Duke
of Kent was at the wedding and the Queen became godmother to
Butter’s oldest daughter. Lady Zia Wernher was the daughter of
Grand Duke Michael Mikhailovich Romanov of Russia. Besides
marrying into old Russian nobility, Wernher rose to Major General in
World War II and he was part of the brain trust in planning Operation
Overlord, also known as the Normandy Invasion or the Battle of
Normandy (Atlantic coast of France) in 1944. Notice that one of
Morrison’s children is named Natasha---a classic old Russian name
and in this case, named for a Royal Russian, as is Charles Nicholas
Morrison after Czar Nicholas I. D.H. Butter apparently wasn’t a
member; he functioned as a link between old hereditary landed
wealthy royals, an earlier member and this member we’re reviewing,
William David Morrison, an American who moved to London.
Alexander Piggott Wernher, H.A.’s brother, suggests by his middle
name there’s relation also to the Piggotts, another very old English
family and also represented in The Pilgrims Society London. One of
the Piggotts was extremely prominent in construction of major
ocean going cruise ships and marine propulsion engineering and
equipment sold worldwide.
Sir David H. Butter---

Interior view of “Luton Hoo” estate in Bedfordshire owned by Harold
Augustus Wernher---

How do men like this afford such mansions?
By “seizing” and “absorbing” wealth from others!
They do it by a process of “Pilgrimization!”

In “Grand Dukes and Diamonds---The Wernhers of Luton Hoo” by
an obvious Britisher with a fairly painful name---Raleigh Trevelyan
(which evokes suspicion as to his deep background) published in
2012 by Faber & Faber, we see here a genealogical layout in which
you can see how Gerald Cavendish Grosvenor and William David
Morrison are in a linkage situation and of course, the respective
wives of these two Pilgrims Society members we’re reviewing in this
presentation. The book was given this brief intro here--“Based on unrestricted access to private papers, Grand Dukes and

Diamonds charts the history of one of the most influential and
extraordinary families of our time: the Wernhers of Luton Hoo. The
family's fortune was made by Sir Julius Wernher, financier, mining
magnate, and one of the creators of modern South Africa. Luton
Hoo, a country house in Bedfordshire, became the site of Wernher's
magnificent collection and was duly inherited by Sir Harold Wernher
and his wife Lady Zia, daughter of Grand Duke Michael of Russia and
a direct descendant of Pushkin. At Luton Hoo the couple displayed

her priceless collection of Fabergé, and together they ran a racing
stud at Newmarket. Three of their racehorses, Brown Jack, Meld and
Charlottown, became legends in their time. Sir Harold also played a
crucial role at D-Day, the story of which has its definitive telling
within Raleigh Trevelyan's fascinating narrative.”
The Pilgrims London 1924 shows---

Of Wernher Wiki states, “He reached the rank of major-general
during World War II, and played an important role in coordinating
the logistics of Operation Overlord” (the 1944 Battle of Normandy or
Normandy Invasion). Whelpley was a British propagandist raising
hell for America to enter World War One on the side of The British
Empire. One of his poison pen articles was “America and Her
Impending Duty” (Littell’s Living Age, April 10, 1915, pages 67-72).
He had a relative turn up in The Pilgrims U.S. 1957 and 1969 rosters
who started with Chase National Bank then migrated to the immense
Guggenheim mining empire and personally sucked God knows how
much wealth out of Chile in South America. That other Whelpley
was an Episcopalian, while the Guggenheims (Jewish) weren’t
directly represented in The Pilgrims, but by proxies like Whelpley!
While Whelpley was involved with vast silver byproduct of

Guggenheim copper mines, he was a member of the anti-monetary
silver Bankers Club in Manhattan (page 2583, Who’s Who in
America, page 2583). Wheeler was a career diplomat with
assignments in Japan, Russia, Italy, Sweden, England, Brazil and
Paraguay.

His father, Maxey Morrison, worked for the War Production Board in
WW 2

And afterwards for the Delaware Port Authority (Du Pont/silver users
influence).
In addition to offices at 22 Upper Grosvenor Street, Trinity has
offices in
St. George House, 15 Hanover Square in Mayfair, London---

Having had a glance at some of the amazing royalty behind
Morrison’s wife, we now return to his own career. Being a Yale
alumnus, he almost certainly is a member of one of Yale’s “super
fraternities” such as Wolf’s Head Society or The Berzelius Society, or
one of their counterparts. In 1965 Morrison landed at the Winthrop
Stimson law firm (deep connections to The Society) and as of 2005
with a different name due to a merger but the Winthrop name
remains and traces to early Colonial Massachusetts; in 1979 to 1988
Morrison was with LeBoeuf, Lamb law firm (also deep Pilgrims

connections as we saw in #22, profile of Robert C. Lawrence III); he
was with Bryan, Cave LLP in 1988 to 1997, a firm which now reps for
MONSANTO.

Next he went to Sidley Austin, 1997-2002, a much newer Pilgrims
connected law firm; then he took over the top spot in The Trinity
Group, London---although his info in the scan shows him as
“senior legal advisor” to Trinity. Here’s Morrison at left with Pilgrims
executive committee member James Zirin of Sidley Austin---Zirin
was profiled in number eighteen Silver Squelchers, pages 2-22---

Morrison’s info at The Trinity Group site shows him as its chairman.
We read--“Bill began practicing law in New York in 1965 and came to London
in 1975, when he opened the London and Jeddah offices for his
firm. He has, over the years, been primarily involved in commercial
transactions, specializing in banking, securities,
mergers/acquisitions and investment funds, with a heavy emphasis
on Middle Eastern and European clients and transactions. He has
lectured and written extensively on doing business in the Middle
East, particularly in Saudi Arabia.”
Profiles at the Trinity site show that other persons working under
him have the following past or present connections---Bear Stearns
& Company (at one time, the big COMEX silver short according to
Ted Butler); Bear Stearns Global Investors; Pierson Investment
Finance (UK) Limited; ABN-AMRO; Boston College; Chemical Bank
New York; Saudi International Bank; Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co.;
KKR Middle East and North Africa; KKR Saudi Ltd.; Bank of America
Merrill Lynch; Middle East Policy Council; Berger Group Holding;
International College in Beirut; Intercontinental Real Estate
Corporation; Continental Capital Corporation; Triad Holding
Corporation; Imperial Bank; HMS Group; Inter Arab Investment Fund;
Western Association of Venture Capitalists; Stanford University;
Pittsburgh Steelers; Denver Broncos; National Football League;
Almeida Capital Ltd; Credit Suisse First Boston; BGC Brokers; GFI
Group; Portsmouth University; Rhône Buyout Group; London School

of Economics; Standard Chartered Bank; Compass Rose
International; Middle East Symposium; Kingston University and
others. In keeping with Morrison’s profound Russian hereditary
links, he has someone named Natasha in The Trinity Group. Ford
Fraker, an associate in Trinity, was U.S. Ambassador to Saudi Arabia
(2007-2009). How much inherited wealth from his wife went into
The Trinity Group? And/or wealth from her siblings and their
connections? How much oil wealth has The Trinity Group channeled
around the world, as their main focus is on Saudi Arabia? Military
contracts---have they been placed with assistance of Trinity Group?
His membership in the London based International Institute for
Strategic Studies (warmongering think tank, Pilgrims controlled)
shows his reckoning with future military conflict, and position
investments to pour income into his treasure chest!

On May 1 (“Mayday”) 2014, Morrison was part of “Cooperation
Ireland Legal Dinner” in London; apparently that means the Irish are
expected to remain subservient to their English overlords.

His profile at Trinity states he’s a member of the Royal Institute for
International Affairs in London. That’s the U.K. equivalent to the
CFR, Council on Foreign Relations.

Trinity, which is concerned with “alternative assets” and corporate
finance, says--“Trinity's clients have included: The Carlyle Group, Lexington
Partners, Kohlberg Kravis Roberts, Coller Capital, BC Partners,
Cinven, Pantheon, Starwood Capital, Intercontinental Real Estate
Corporation, Louis Dreyfus Commodities, Greenspring Associates,
Hermes GPE, Swiss Re, Robeco Institutional Asset Management, Care
Capital, Boston Capital, Venturion Capital, Sanderling, Aquiline
Capital Partners, Evercore Capital Partners, Macquarie Bank,
Deutsche Bank, DVB Bank, Grove Street Advisors, Highland Capital
Partners, Causeway Media Partners, and Bear Stearns.”
http://mideastconsultancy.com/new/mecs/sale.php?stid=3&id=13
1

Morrison in his scan says that as of 2002 he’s a consultant to MEC
International in London. They are Middle East Consultants
International which has a “Windsor Energy Group” as a division,
named after the British Royal family. Yes it’s a direct connection;
they do meet at Windsor Castle. WEG has relationships with Kuwait
Petroleum, British Petroleum, Shell, Marathon Oil and other industry
giants. MEC has other divisions including “Global Nuclear Initiative.”
Ready for humor? I knew someone in high school who insisted on
saying “the Mental East.” He always said “we’re going to a beating”
when he meant “to a meeting,” he knew the difference but was
being stubborn. He’d say, “It’s invitable that he’s an idot,” meaning
“it’s inevitable that he’s an idiot.” The intentions of these Pilgrims
are clear also---“world control.” MEC is chaired by The Marquess of
Lothian, Michael Kerr, the 13th Marquess of Lothian, a high title in
British nobility. I’d bet a year of going naked that he’s a Pilgrims
member! His father, Peter Kerr, member of the House of Lords
(1922-2004), was in the leaked 1980 London Pilgrims list. The
father held top level U.K. diplomatic positions on the United Nations
General Assembly; the Council of Europe; and the Western European
Union. Philip Henry Kerr, the 11th Marquess of Lothian, was in The
Pilgrims London 1940 roster. The 11th Marquess was British
Ambassador to Washington (1939-1940). He was pals with
Viscountess Astor, who urged America to join England in the second
World War. Previous to that he was an associate of prominent
stringpuller in South Africa, Viscount Milner (Pilgrims Society), who
had personally known the awful Cecil Rhodes, who schemed The

Pilgrims in the 1870s. The 11th Marquess was a director of United
Newspapers and secretary of The Rhodes Trust (1925-1939), which
“educates” power hungry collegiate age men at Oxford University,
after which they’re placed in positions of influence here and
overseas, to exert themselves for globalism. The most important
Rhodes Scholars later become members of The Pilgrims. Mother of
the 11th Marquess was from the FitzAlan-Howard line. Their
extreme wealth ($252.6 BILLION adjusted to modern terms) is
described in #11 Silver Squelchers, pages 37-40. 1940 and 1980
Pilgrims London lists; the 11th & 12th Marquesses of Lothian---the
current titleholder, who chairs MEC International, to whom Pilgrims
member William D. Morrison is a senior consultant to MEC, is an
extremely strong prospect for current membership. The Secret
Society holds steadfast in refusal to post lists to the public domain--

“Founded around 1984, MEC is active in the Middle East, SubSaharan Africa and Asia and states, “Our client base is global and

includes many of the strongest and best informed corporations,
institutions and governments.” Like Trinity Group, MEC
International has officers whose backgrounds feature impressive
connections, including Windsor Energy Group; Trilateral Group
(separate entity from the Commission); Oxford Analytica; Ludgate
Investments; US State Department; London University; International
Nuclear Material Protection Co-operation and Accounting Program;
Republicans Abroad; Rio Tinto Zinc; Birmingham University; UK
Immigration Service; University of Cambridge; NATO Advanced
Research Workshops; British-Swiss Chamber of Commerce;
Intertrust Switzerland; Nestlé; HSBC; Arab Financial Forum; LGT
Group; RHT Partners; RJ Fleming & Co; School of Oriental and
African Studies; British Council in Iraq; HM Diplomatic Service; Arab
International Media Group; Global Nuclear Initiative; Network for
Energy Technology; UK House of Lords Science & Technology
Committee; UK Atomic Energy Authority; Gulf Cooperation Council;
British Broadcasting Corporation; Air Products, BP, Shell, British Gas,
Kuwait Petroleum, Mitsui, Marathon, Petrofac, PDVSA; Aegis; World
Trade Organization; and more. One of Lothian’s associates was
British Ambassador to Georgia, Albania and Latvia. Another was
British Ambassador to The Sultanate of Oman. Others in the MEC
structure held British diplomatic posts in Lebanon, Libya, Kenya,
Egypt, Jordan, Latin America, Thailand, Italy and Iraq. The MEC
profile, to which our subject Pilgrims member William D. Morrison is
strongly linked, just gets more profound---Special Advisor to MEC
International is Sanford G. Henry of which the MEC site says--- “He

is a former a Managing Director: Edmond de Rothschild and Fund
Manager at Lazard Freres.”
MEC offers an Intelligence Advisory service. William D. Morrison,
Pilgrims Society, has a plethora of powerful connections! Divisions
of MEC include---

Morrison also holds memberships in---

Morrison is licensed to practice law in California---

Founded in 1947 in London--http://www.ibanet.org/

Brooks Club in London was founded in 1764---

Interior view, City of London Club, founded in 1832---

Mark’s Club in London appears to be an upstart.
Interior of Annabel’s Club---

The Royal Automobile Club (founded 1897) is incredibly opulent---

Morrison is in the Princeton (University) Club (1866) in NYC, well
enmeshed
In The Pilgrims Society’s vastly encompassing spider web of groups--

Such is the world of members of The Pilgrims, history’s most elite
organization.
Morrison’s mother---Mary Fuller Chase has the name Pomeroy in
her ancestry. It may be linked to Burdette Pomeroy (Pilgrims New
York 1949, 1957, 1969, 1974, 1980) and Reynolds Pomeroy (1940
& 1949) and knowing the interconnected nature of this
organization, there may be ancestry to Salmon P. Chase who was an
Ohio Senator, then Governor of Ohio, Secretary of the Treasury
(1861-1864) the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court; Chase National
Bank was named after him in recognition of his servility to The
Money Power. Additionally, she may possibly be of the same family
as Salmon P. Chase (1808-1873) who was a Senator from Ohio
(1849-1855) then Governor of Ohio (1856-1860), then again an
Ohio Senator (March 4 to March 7, 1861), whereupon he became
Secretary of the Treasury, holding that post until June 30, 1864. On
December 6, 1864, Chase became Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court, an appointment lasting till May 7, 1873. He conceived the

National Banking Act of 1863 and he’s the one for whom Chase
National Bank was named! Mary Fuller Chase---possibly related.
William D. Morrison is founder and chairman of the Gum Arabic
Foundation http://www.zoominfo.com/p/William-Morrison which
operates the Acacia Social Investment Fund which got 75 million
Euros from the Dutch State Employees Fund and we read--“Gum Arabic remains an important cash crop for thousands of
African farmers in the sub-Saharan "gum belt". The main
production areas are in the Sudan but the commodity is also
produced in, another 14 countries, many of them in the arid and
semi-arid areas of the region including Nigeria and Senegal. Gum
Arabic itself is essential in sustaining their farming systems, but
with fluctuations in prices and the prevalence for uncertainty in the
profitability of the crop it is unclear whether this fluid situation can
ensure the sustainability of gum supplies to the world market. By
establishing the industry on a firmer footing and developing the
rural areas and communities that it supports, will provide for a
significant positive impact on the region's collective revival.
Establishing fairer trade amongst the Gum Arabic supply chain
participants will be one of the core objectives of the Fund's social
agenda.”
Acacia Social Investment Fund is associated with Prorustica, which
“is at the cutting-edge of agricultural development in Africa.”

Gum Arabic “also known as acacia gum, is a natural gum made of
hardened sap taken from two species of the acacia tree. The gum is
harvested commercially from wild trees mostly in Sudan (80%. Gum
Arabic is used primarily in the food industry as a stabilizer. Gum
Arabic is a key ingredient in traditional lithography and is used in
printing, paint production, glue, cosmetics and various industrial
applications, including viscosity control in inks and in textile
industries. Also called acacia after the original source, gum Arabic
is used as an emulsifier and a thickening agent in icing, fillings,
chewing gum and other confectionery treats. The historical
photography process of gum dichromate photography uses gum
Arabic mixed with ammonium or potassium dichromate and
pigment to create a coloured photographic emulsion that becomes
relatively insoluble in water upon exposure to ultraviolet light. In
the final print, the acacia gum permanently binds the pigments onto
the paper. Acacia gum reduces the surface tension of liquids, which
leads to increased foaming in carbonated beverages. For much of
the 19th century, gum Arabic was the major export from French and
British trading colonies in modern Senegal and Mauritania. France
in particular first came into conflict with inland African states over
the supply of the commodity, providing an early spur for the
conquest of French West Africa.”

In “Gum Arabic---the Crop that Binds” at
http://nextbillion.net/blogpost.aspx?blogid=3727 subtitled “The
Commodity that Nearly Every Soda, Pill and Candy Needs” we
notice--“Without a magical little ingredient called gum Arabic, all the sugar
in your soda would sink to the bottom of the can. Made from the
hardened sap of the acacia tree, gum Arabic is a little-known
additive and adhesive critical in foods, medicines and cosmetics. It
keeps sugar suspended in soft drinks, makes marshmallows chewy,
adds firmness to ice cream and makes postage stamps stick to
envelopes. Farmers who grow gum Arabic should be benefitting
financially from producing such a widely used crop. Instead they

suffer at the base of a supply chain that faces an incredible spread
of challenges. Gum Arabic is sourced from some of the poorest and
most unstable areas on Earth. Sudan, Chad and Nigeria produce 95
percent of gum Arabic exported to the world market. Sudan is the
globe’s foremost producer at an estimated 88,000 tons per year,
equivalent in weight to 550 blue whales. Sudanese gum Arabic is so
vital that it was the only exemption when the United States brought
trade sanctions against Sudan in 1997. Although gum Arabic is one
of the most important agricultural export in Sudan, the estimated 5
million Sudanese farmers who depend on the crop for their
livelihood receive only a tiny fraction of the income generated by it.
The sap usually leaves the country in its raw, unprocessed form,
allowing processing centers in Europe and the United States to
double or even triple the gum’s value, and keep the profits. While
people across the world benefit from gum Arabic, its producers in
Sudan struggle against almost impossible odds.”
How much interest does Morrison and/or his Trinity Group London
hold in gum Arabic production across an immense swath of central
Africa? Does he have a hand in pushing vaccines in those areas?
(Continue reading his profile!)

It’s the same in diamonds. Independent African prospectors pan
rivers for alluvial rough diamonds. They sell them for small
amounts to English, Americans and Europeans---and some Arabs,
in outpost areas and cities. On arrival in a cutting center, the price
increases at least 20 x and after being cut and polished, the price at
retail is increased by 4 x or more.
Besides Morrison’s enormous personal connections, other trustees
of his Gum Arabic Foundation include past and present connections
with University of York; Rainforest Foundation; Jupiter Asset
Management; Ecology Funds; Global Care Funds; AMP Capital;

Sustainable Future Funds; Henderson Global Investors; Industries of
the Future Fund; UK Social Investment Forum; World Business
Council for Sustainable Development; UNEP Financial Sector
Initiative; IFC Sustainable Financial Markets Trust Fund; International
Interfaith Investment Group; The Carbon Assets Fund; Carbon
Capital Markets; Libra Natural Resources; London Bridge Capital;
GlobaLab; University of Bologna; University La Sorbonne Paris;
University of Urbino; United Nations; European Union; Feltrinelli
Foundation; BHF Bank; DZ Bank; South African Bank; HSH Nord Bank;
German Micro Finance Fund; TBLI Brooklyn Bridge; International
Programme of ACEVO; others.
The Gum Arabic Foundation gets input from the Near East
Foundation which was launched by Pilgrims Society member
Cleveland H. Dodge of the Phelps-Dodge copper and polymetallic
mining fortune largely based in Arizona. Henry Morgenthau
(Pilgrims Society) was involved early on as an executive committee
member and there may have been others. Two Ambassadors are in
management of the NEF today and are potential Pilgrims.
Additionally there’s a member of the old-line Dutch Goelet dynasty
which is one of the few to date I haven’t been able to link to The
Pilgrims due to information gaps.

I submit this Gum Arabic Foundation is a power grab on Morrison’s
part, a seizure of wealth, and there is not net amount of altruism
involved. Morrison’s interest in Africa fits with his membership in
the Royal Geographical Society of London---which goes far deeper
than mapmaking and photography--http://www.rgs.org/HomePage.htm

RGS HQ in London---

At The Sabin Vaccine Institute we notice this W.D. Morrison, Pilgrims
Society member who married into a remarkable conflux of old Royal
lines and became a figure in The City of London, is a trustee of The
Sabin Vaccine Foundation Europe along with a member of the British
Parliament and the treasurer of the Royal Bank of Scotland with
141,000 employees. Sabin Foundation has a Vaccine Advocacy and
Education Program and a Vaccine Development Program. The Sabin
Vaccine Institute is at 2000 Pennsylvania Avenue North West,
Washington D.C. The Sabin VI is involved in
http://www.sabin.org/shaping-policy And what policy do they want
besides all the small folks must be pincushions for the Pilgrims
Society Monster Machine that is the vaccine industry? They get vast
income streams for their Big Hospitals and their Big Doctors treating
vaccine injuries and disabilities which they deny are caused by their
vaccines; they get populations who’ve lost the ability to question
their “Great Leaders,” and they march towards global depopulation,
while planning more regional wars and World War Three.

Charles H. Sabin (Pilgrims New York 1914, 1924 and 1933) had this
info on page 1821 of the 1928-1929 Who’s Who in America---

C.H. Sabin’s middle name suggests he may have lineage back to
British connected financial conspirator Alexander Hamilton, who

Aaron Burr should have cashed out sooner (July 11, 1804). This
isn’t farfetched, Pierpont Morgan Hamilton was in The Pilgrims 1957
New York list and traced to Hamilton and the original J.P. Morgan
both. Was Sabin a relation of vaccine researcher Albert Sabin
(1906-1993)? Possibly; it’s a fairly scarce name. Notice that C.H.
Sabin was in management of Guaranty Trust and Chase Securities--both forerunners of the silver antagonistic JP Morgan Chase.
During 1935 to 1939 medical conspirator par excellence Albert
Sabin was a member of the “scientific staff” of the Rockefeller
Institute for Medical Research (Who’s Who in America, 1980-1981,
page 2875). Vaccines are a conspiracy of the big rich to suck wealth
from the public---to dumb people down so they are compliant; and
to reduce population. Consequences of the vaccine movement in
India (Natural News) --

Morrison resides at 34 Norland Square in London. A recent listing
there is for 5,500,000 British pounds (over $8.2 million USD). A
nearby residence went for 8,000,000 pounds in 2013. It’s well to
bear in mind that the value represented by a residence takes no
account of the contents---works of art as in paintings, and contents
of safes or vaults---gold and upscale jewelry included.
There’s a possibility---in this case, not a strong one---I mention it
as it’s possible---that Morrison has ancestry connected to
Englishman James Morrison (1789-1857, Member of Parliament).
In “A Genius for Money” (2012) we note at this URL
https://books.google.com/books?id=ba4BcujAUNgC&dq=thomas+
goode+%2B+opium we find an intro--“This is the spectacular rags-to-riches story of James Morrison
(1789–1857), who began life humbly but through hard work and
entrepreneurial brilliance acquired a fortune unequalled in
nineteenth-century England. Using the extensive Morrison archive,

Caroline Dakers presents the first substantial biography of the
richest commoner in England, recounting the details of Morrison's
personal life while also placing him in the Victorian age of enterprise
that made his success possible.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Morrison
“In the 1830s, Morrison established the American trading company,
Morrison, Cryder & Co., and invested heavily in the railway industry
both in the United States and in France.”
As far as his fortune having been “unequalled in England” at that
time, I’d guess there were several dozen others who were decidedly
wealthier. Everyone exaggerates their favorite character it seems.
Just run a search to see how many men have claimed to be the
world’s strongest man in the last 50 years.

At “Commentary on the Shadowsphere,” drawing on the work of my
esteemed Dutch colleague, Joel Van Der Reijden, someone has
posted this--“The Pilgrims Society is a massively influential Anglo-American
grouping of the Global Elite that remains unknown to the general
public yet has members who number some of the most powerful
men and women for the last 100 years. If you look at the small print
of major historical events Pilgrims show up with alarming frequency
unlike any other organisation in the world. It seems the US

monetary system itself is crawling with Pilgrims. When analyzing the
Pilgrims Membership list van der Reijden found that 1 in 3 of the
U.S. members were also members of the CFR along with a regular
and strong executive presence from Carnegie Institute; Federal
Reserve; J.P. Morgan; Chase Manhattan Bank; and World Bank
Presidents. As the presence of the Pilgrims is literally everywhere in
Anglo-American banking, business and politics it is safe to assume,
as van der Reijden points out: “… that the New York Federal Reserve
Bank is owned by the Pilgrims … because New York itself is Pilgrims
property.”

"A Secret Society gradually absorbing the wealth of the
world."
--- Last Will & Testament of diamond monopolist Cecil Rhodes

“HERE AND EVERYWHERE”
Montana Congressman Jacob Thorkelson in the Congressional
Record, August 19, 1940, referred to an address by Joseph H.
Choate, Vanderbilt family operative, one of the founders of The
Pilgrims, as saying that those members who would many years later
celebrate the start of the second century of The Pilgrims in 2003---

“…will have cause to bless their fathers that they founded this
Society and kept the world on the right track.”
Please ask sites to link this free research.
Please ask your Congressman and Senator to subpoena a Pilgrims
roster!
www.silverstealers.net
www.nosilvernationalization.org
www.pilgrimsociety.org
Restore your arteries for small sum (supermarket item).

